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·.ouno Wild west ,Stopping a Stamp(i(lc
OR, ARIETTA AND THE COW GIRLS
By

AN OLD SCOUT

CHAPTER !.-Helping the Cow Girls.
"There you are, Et! What do you think of
that?"
The speaker was Young Wild West, the dashing boy hero, and his remark was addressed to
his pretty sweethe.!nt, Arietta Murdock. The
young couple were riding along slightly in advance of those who were accompanying them on
a trip in search of excitement and adventure,
and as they came to the edge of a timber strip
they saw four girls wo1·king hard to straighten
out a herd of cattle on the level prairie.
"That is just what I like to see, Wild," Arietta answered, nodding her golden head to show
that she meant it. "All Western girls should
know liow to do such things. You can't tell just
when the knowledge will come in handy, you
know. If I am anything of a judge, those girls
are not looking after the cattle just for the fun
of it."
"I reckon not," and Young Wild West smiled
at his pretty golden-haired sweetheart. "But it
seems rather odd that there are no cowboys to
be seen. The cattle seem to be wild and contrary, and it will take some time to get them going right. I reckon the girls are trying to get
them over to that corral yonder."
He pointed to a fenced-in piece of land that
was probably a quarter of a mile square, and
something like a couple of miles to the left of
the cattle. Young Wild West and hi s sweetheart
now came to a halt and waited for their companions to come up. For the benefit of those who
are not acquainted with our hero, we will state
that he was one of the best of all the boy he1·oes
of the wild West, who eveT pulled a gun in the
defense of right. It may be t ruly said that
'i, ugh he was but a boy in years, he was a man
ery other sense of the word. Of medium
\ handsome, athletic and with the form of
pollo, he surely made a dashing appearance
, sat upon the back of his splendid so1Tel
..on, Spitfire.
·1c1,, as he was called, always wore a fancy
g suit of buckskin, though when it was real
the coat was discarded and he appeared in
[ e silk shlrt. Blue was his favorite color,
bably because the eyes of his sweetheart were
.,. that hue. Having won the title of "Champion
,headshot of the West," and he always showing a
'1·eadiness to defend it at all times, it goes with-
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out saying that he was an expert with a revolver and rifle. But that was not all that went
to make him what he was.
The boy had learned well back in his childhood
days that it always paid to keep cool in times of
d;;i.nger. He had practiced this so much that when
he got to going about the country, hunting, trailing bad Indians and tracking whlte men who
we1·e outlaws and worse than bad sometimes, he
made a name for himself that was certainly one
that any American boy might well emulate.
Young Wild West's girl sweetheart, who has
already been introduced to the reader, had been
born and reared in Wyoming during the times
when the- Sioux and Brules were making it warm
for the "palefaces," as they called them, the result being that she had learned how to handle
firearms and ride a horse as well as the averag-e
cowboy. Since she had met the dashing boy she
was proud to own as her lover the girl had learned what value it was to be cool and resourceful,
and it was really wonderful how she had adapted
herself to his ways. But at the time of which
we write the West was in a far less settled condition than at present, and those who traveled
about through the mountain passes and over the
broad stretch of prairie, had to be ready for the
unexpected.
Young Wild \Vest's two partners, who were
almost as famous as he was himself, were Cheyenne Charlie, an ex-Government scout, who was
a man something like ten years older than the
dashing young deadshot, and Jim Dart, a true
boy of the West, who was about his own age.
They both attired themselves in the dashing style
of our hero, and Cheyenne Charlie, with his long,
black hair and mustache of the same hue and
tanned face, certainly looked to be a vete:fan of
the mountains and plains. Jim Dart had that
kind of look, too, as far as age would permit,
but he did not wear his hair long, as did his
two partners. He had lost his hair by a fever
when he was but twelve, and since that time he
had Jet the barbers trim it whenever he came to
a place ·where they were to be found.
The rest of the party consisted of Anna, the
wife of Cheyenne Charlie; Eloise Gardner, the
dark-eyed sweetheart of Jim Dart, and two typical sons of the Flowery Kingd-Om named Hop
,Vah and ·w ing \V' ah. These two were brothers,
and though they were apparently innocent, and
looked much alike, that was as far as it went.
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Wing was the cook, and though he had once cor,sidered himself as quite a "sport," he had settled
down to be just a plain, ordinary Chinee, who
could cook to perfection and was willing to do the
work he was hired for. Hop, however, was a
sort of genius in his way. He could do things
that most people would think to be impossible,
and his nature was to be funny whenever the
chance afforded.
The fact was that he was a very clever sleightof-hand performer, and since he had been in
America he had learned how to gamble. But
that was not all. So well had he learned that he
had come to be about as clever a card sharp as
ever sat in a saloon in a mining camp. He liked
whisky, too, which he always called "tanglefoot,"
he sticking to the name he had heard it called by
when he first began to learn English. But what
failing-$ he had were easily offset by the valuable assistance he gave Young Wild West and
his friends at different times. On more than
one occasion he had been the direct means of saving their lives, and all by his cleverness and tact,
for fighting was not in his line. But as the
reader has been introduced to our friends, we
will proceed with the story. It was a rather
novel sight to see four girls driving a big herd
of cattle, sure enough, and Young Wild West and
his sweetheart could not help wondering why
there were no cowboys there to do it. The two
came to a halt and waited until the rest of the
party reached the edge of the timber strip, and
then our hero said:
"I reckon men must be scarce down here in the
southern part of New Mexico, boys."
The remark was addressed to Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, and the former quickly answered:
"Great gimlets! It sartinly looks that way.
Cow gals, eh?"
"They certainly are," added Jim. "They seem
to know their business, too."
"Wild, what do you say if we go and help
them?" asked Arietta suddenly. "If they can only
get the stragglers in line with the rest, they
won't have any trouble in getting the herd going
for the corral."
"Certainly we will help them," replied the dashing boy with the long chestnut hair. "You ride
out and join them, and we will strike out on the
sides. Et, you can get ·acquainted with the cow
girls first, and then introduce the rest of us."
"All right; Wild," was the reply, and then the
girl rode off at a gallop to join the four girls,
who were having such a difficult time with the
cattle.
Meanwhile Wild and the scout rode out to the
right of the herd, followed by Anna, while Jim
and Eloise took the left. The two Chinamen
came on with the pack horses they were leading
and halted when they found they were getting
· too close. To say that the cow girls were pleased
when they found they were to be assisted in
their work would hardly express it. Our hero
saw them talking to Arietta in a way that
srowed their delight, and then he settled down
to the business before them. Young Wild West
knew as well how to handle cattle as if he had
always been a cowboy. Under his direction the
herd was gathered in, and so easy was it done
that the cattle themselves did not seem to real-
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ize it. In less than half an hour the herd, which
must have numbered eight or nine hundred, was
moving along straight for the con-al.
It was just then that a shout sounded off to
the right, and turning his gaze in that direction
our hero saw half a dozen horsemen. They were
cowboys, as he could see, and they were coming
straight toward him.
"They must be coming to help the girls,~' said
the scout's wife, as she watched them riding
·
straight for them.
"Maybe so," her husband answered.
"Well, if they are, there isn't a great deal for
them to do now," Wild remarked.
The three were riding along at a walk, so the
i;owboys soon came up and joined them.
"Hello, strangers!" called out one of the men,
who was evidently a sort of leader. "Yer seem
ter be takin' an awful lot on yourselves, seems _
ter me."
"Is that so?" asked Wild, turning and looking
the fellow in the face.
"Yes, I reckon you've got no business ter help
them gals with ther cattle. Maybe yer don't
know that we're ther boys as belongs on this
here range, an' that we're on a strike. Them
cattle ain't ter be bothered with by any one outside of ther ranch. We want ter make John
Dutton come ter our terms, but we'll let his,
two darters an' their cousins go ahead an' do
what they kin. Now you jest take my advice
an' git away from here."
"So you are on a strike, eh?" queried our hero,
just as though the cowboy had said nothing out
of the way. "Well, if that is the case, you just
ride off and mind y&ur own business. When
men quit work and go on a strike they are not
supposed to go to work again until a settlement
has been made. We are going to help ·the cow
girls get the cattle to the corral, and if you
don't like it we can't help it."
"Yer can't, eh?"
The cowboy's eyes flashed as he a sked the
question. "Well, if yer don't light out mighty
quick you'll git somethin' yer don't like!"
"I reckon if there is any lighting out to be
done, you are the ones who will do it," said
Wild, in his cool and easy way. "Now, then; go
ahead with your game, you ugly-faced galoot!"
The cowboys were astounded when they heard
this from the boy, and they looked at one another as though they wanted to know what it
meant.
"You heard what I said; go ahead with your
game!" our hero repeated.

CHAPTER II.-How the "Strikers" Were
Handled.
"See here, young feller!" cried the leader of
the six cowboys, his brow darkening, while his
hand touched the butt of his gun, "I reckon you
don't know who you're talkin' ter. I'm Jack
Mudder, ther boss man with a gun in these here
parts, an' I ain't never particular what I shoot
at, either. They calls me Mud, fur short, do yer
see?"
"Oh, yes, I see! But what has that got to do
with it? I don't care whether you are Mud or'
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just plain Dirt. You told us we had to get
away ·from here; and I told you that if any one
had to light out it would be you fe!J.o".'rs. Now,
then if you don't get on the move ms1de of ten
secor'ids, I'll kno<?k you off your horse, and then punch you a few times!"
Mud, as .he called himself, quickly jerked his
gun from the holster.
"Drop that, you sneakin' coyote!" cried Cheyenne Charlie, who had divined his intention and
had drawn ahead of him.
His revolver was right on a line with the cowboy's heart, and the moment he realized that the
drop was on him, Mud let the weapon fall to
the ground. It had scarcely left his hand when
the sorrel stallion gave a jump and landed right
heside the surprised cowboy's mustang. Whack!
Wild struck the man alongside the head with the
flat of his hand. The blow was such a sudden
one that Mud went over sideways, and, losing his
balance, fell in a heap to the ground. Young
Wild West was upon the ground almost as soon'
as he was.
"Ther first galoot as lifts a hand ter interfere will ,,.it his medicine!" called out Cheyenne
Charlie sharply. "I reckon this is goin' ter be
a square deal. There's si..'C of yer, countin' ther
galoot that Young Wild West jest flopped from
his horse· but you've got te1· behave yerselves
till this iittle entertainment is over with, jest
ther same!"
The cowboys had made no move to interfere,
nor did they do so now. But it was probably
just as well for the scout to warn them. Mud
did not remain long upon the ground, of course.
But he took time to realize what had happened to
him, just the same.
Young Wild West stood facing him when he
got up, and the smile on the boy's face only made
the angered and surprised man all the more dangerous. But a dangerous man, so-calle~ in his
way of thinking, was just ~vhat Young W1Id West
liked. While he never picked a row with any
one be was always ready to take up the least
sort of an insult, especially wl1en he felt certain that the person giving it was one of the bad
sort. If he had not guessed that the six cowboys were of this stripe they would have proved
it themselves by thefr actions, so when the leader
showed what he was up to it was nothing more
than Wild should have done.
The blow Mud had received was a swinging one,
and when our hero let go one of that sort something generally went down. It had dazed the
rascally fellow, too, and that made it a little
longer for him to arise.
"Well, what are ")-·ou g-oing to do now?" the
boy asked in his cool and easy way, as he took
a step nearer the man.
"You-you--" stammel'ed Mud, unable to
control his anger. "I'll-I'll--"
Wild knew he was going to make some sort of
threat so he did not let him finish what he was
going 'to say. He let out a straight left and the
blow landed squarely upon the mouth of Mud.
"Don't undertake to call me any names, for I
won't let you," Wild said, as he followed him up.
"I reckon you need a good thrashing, and I am
just the boy to give it to you."
"Keep a little cool, Mud," spoke up one of the
cowboys just then. "Don't git too much excited
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an' yer kin 'iick him. He ain't nnthin' ln:t a boy.
You know what to do in a fist fight. You've done
lots of it."
The words seemed to have good effect upon
Mud, even though his teeth had been loosened by
the blow, and he was spitting out blood. Probably he remembered that he was a pretty good
one with his hands, and that he b'ad ger-eraJJy
been able to hold his OVl'll in the fistic encounters he had participated in. Wild did Mt believe
in waiting, especially w',en he knew ihere were
men around, ready to shoot him, perhaps.
"Are you ready?" he asked coolly, as he looked
at the cowboy, who was wiping his mcuth.
"Yes," was the reply. "Come on, you young
galoot!"
He had barely put up his hands in boxing attitude when Wild w,mt at him. Biffl A straight
left caught him in the pit of the stomach. Spgt.!
A hard right fetched him on the point of the
jaw as he was collapsing from the effects of
the stomach blow, :md then Mud went down in a
heap. That was all there was to it, a.'! far as his
fighting was concerned just then. No one kne\\·
this better than did our hero. The scout's wiie
gave a cry of dismay, for it certainly anpeared to
her that Wild had killed the man. To see him
go down, and then lay apparently as if he were
dead, made it altogether too real for her.
"That's ~JI right, Anna," spoke up our hero.
"He will be all riglit in a minute or tvvo. That/
didn't hurt him much; it just stunned him, that's
all. I reckon he will be willing to go on about
his business and let us alone now."
"Say!" spoke up one of the cowboys just then.
"I heard your pard say you was Young Wild
West a little while ago; is that right?"
"I reckon it is," the young deadshot replied.
"Well, it ain't nothin' strange that Mud should
git licked, then. I've heard somewhat about him
- I mean I've heard about you."
"Well, that's all right. I'll bet you never heard
anything about me that was real bad."
"Can't say that I ever did. But I heard say
that you could heat anything shootin' that growed. Is that right?"
"I wouldn't say as to that, my friend. But I
am always ready to shoot, whether it is for fun
or for fair."
"I've heard that, an' that shows that yer kin
clean out ther best of 'em. But see here, Young
Wild West! Let me tell yer somethin'. There
ain't no doubt that yer kin lick all oi us fellers,
if yer wanted ter, and I'm willin' ter admit it.
But I think yer ain't got no right ter interfere
in our game. We wanted John Dutton ter give
us five dollars more a month, an' he allowed that
he wouldn't do it, jest 'cause he had some cattle
stole last week. He sorter blames ther , loss of
'em ter us, an' he says if we want ter have our
wages raised we must find ther cattle what was
·
stole."
"How do you lmow they were stolen from him?'",,
our hero asked, looking sharply at the speaker.
"Well, what else could have happened ter 'em?
We've looked everywhere fur 'em, an' we ain't
been able ter find a trace of 'em."
"What did you do with the cattle before you
went to look for them?"
"What did we do with 'em?"
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The cowboy reddened slightly, and then he
looked at the other four mounted men. That
was all Wild wanted. He had guessed that if
there had been any cattle stolen, the six men had
done it; and that they were under suspicion for
it.
"What is your name?" Wild asked, looking at
the man, who had tried to explain matters.
"Davis is my name," was the reply.
"Well, Davis, let me tell you something: The
best thing you and your friends can do is to
light out for some other place. This going on a
strike is likely to lead you to jail, you know."
"Lead us ter jail! What do yer mean by that,
Ymmg \.Vild West?"
"Well, since you have asked me, I'll tell you
what I mean. Suppose it should happen that it
was learned by Dutton that you fellows stole the
cattle? What do you think would happen then?"
"What! Yer don't mean ter say that yer
think we'd steal cattle, do yer?"
"If I am any judge of faces, I do think so: I
also think that you would do almost anything,
provided there wasn't too much risk attached to
It."
The face of Davis flushed. It was evident that
he felt like shooting the boy. But the fact that
Cheyenne Charlie sat there in. the sll:ddle, a revolver in either hand, made him hes1tate about
trying it.
"Then you think we are cattle thieves, Young
Wild West?"
It was one of the others who asked the question.
"I don't know as it is necessary for me to say
it again; you must have heard what I just said,"
was the calm reto1·t.
"Well. we ain't. We knowed we was worth
more money ter Dutton, an' we asked fur it.
When he insinuated that we knowed somethin'
about ther missin' cattle, an' told us ter git 'em
'back here afore we looked fur a raise, we jest
got a little mad an' went on a strike. That's
all there is ter it. He knowed he couldn't git
along without us, an' that he'd most likely give
in afo1·e a day or two, an' now you've come along
an' interfered with us."
"I can't help that. But say! You must have
heard what I told your leader before we came
together, and he went down. I believe I told
you to light out."
"I reckon yet did."
"Well, I'll give you just three minutes to get
out of reach of my gun! If you know what that
means, you'll make yourselves scarce mighty
quick."
.
Out came the young deadshot's watch. Mud
lost no time in getting upon his feet, much to
the surprise of 'his companions, who thought he
might be badly hurt.
"Come on, boys!" he exclaimed, as he made for
hi~ broncho. "I reckon there's anothe1· time <'Om!n'. This ain't ther last of this, an' yer kin bet
on it!"
Mud, who was not hurt anything to speak of
from his conflict with Young Wild West, lost no
time in getting in the saddle. Then all six of the
villians-fo1· there was no doubt in the mmds of
1ur friends that such they were--galloped off
faster than they had come.
"Another victory for the dashing young dead0
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shot!" exclaimed the scout's wife, nodding her
head to Wild. "If you kept a rec0rd of them all
it ·would take a large book, indeed."
"Oh, I don't know, Anna!" and the boy laughed. "It does seem that I am always happening
along when there is trouble brewing. But I
am sure the cowboys broug·ht it all on themselves. They thought we would be glad to give
up this job of helping getting the cattle to the
corral, and go on about our business. They made
a miscalculation, that's all, and then the trouble
had to come."
"They're sartinly coverin' grass," spoke up
Charlie. his face wearing- a broad grin. "My,
but ain't they a cowardly lot! They're cattle
thieves, all right. They stole ther cattle, yer kin
bet on that!"
"The l0ok,; of them is nuite enough to let you
know that. Charlie," our hero replied. "Well, let
it go at that fr,r the pres:mt, anyhow. I don't
suppose it is the last we are going to see of
them; but that makes no differen,;:e. We'll help
the co"· girls with the cattle, and then we'll ride
over to the ranch with them and hear what the
owner has to say about the cowboy strike."
Just as if nothing had happened, the three set
out after the stray cattle en the right, ~ttd they
where not long in bunching them and forcing
them where they belonged. A little over half an
hour later the cattle were inside the corral. and
then it was that Arietta came riding up with the
four cow girls. Jim and Eloise came alrmg- at
about the same time, and then an introduction
took place. Two of the girls were the daughters
of the owner of the ranch, their names being
May and Sarah Dutton. The other two were
Jessie and Delia Horton, cousins of May and
Sarah, and thorough ranch girls, as might be supposed. All four were rather pretty, and the disposition they had shown when Arietta joined
them to assist in their work had won her to them
quickly enough.
The cow girls looked at Young
Wild West with much admiration when Arietta
introduced him.
"It is a great honor to have the assistance of
the Boss Boy Deadshot of the West to help us,"
said May Dutton. "Three cheers for Young Wild
West and his friends, girls!"

CHAPTER III.-Hop Wah and the Cowboys.
The six cowboys who had been ordered to get
out of shooting range in five minutes by Young
Wild West, rode as if they lrnew their lives depended upon it. They headed straight for a raise
that was half a mile distant from the spot where
the encounter had taken place, and they rode
with-0ut so much as looking over their shoulders
until they reached it.
It so happened that the two Chinamen had not
hurried much in following our friends, and the
result was that they were back of the rise and
out of sight of them. As the villainous cowboys
saw them, cries of delight came from them, for it
was not difficult for them to imagine that they
were with Young Wild West and his friends.
The leader, who was with Mud, looked back, and
when he saw that Young Wild West was busy
bunching the cattle, called out:
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"There yer are, boys! I reckon we've got the
chance ter git square with that young galoot
now. Them two heathens is fetchin' up ther
rear with ther horses what belongs to Young
Wild West an' his gang, an' we might as well
hold 'em up an' take what we want from their
outfit. We're cattle thieves, anyhow, an' Young
Wild West guessed it right away, so we might
as well go in for all we're worth, an' be regular
outlaws. It sorte1· strikes me now that we won't
never git that there raise we asked John Dutton
for. Young Wild West will go ter ther ranch,
an' he'll tell him jest what he thinks about us.
That will be enough ter settle it, 'cause Dutton
already acts as though he thinks we knowed
somethin' about ther cattle what was stole. Come
on! Here's where we git square with Young
Wild West, an' at ther same time git possession
of a campin' outfit."
"That's right, Mud," said the man called Davis.
"I reckon this is our chance. Ther two heathens
is nearly a mile behind 'em, and with this here
rise between 'em, I reckon we kin do it without
bein' seen."
The other four men showed that they were
quite willing to go ahead with the game, so swinging his horse around so it headed straight for the
two Chinamen, the leader rode away at a fast
clip. The others were right after him, and in
less t.han two minutes they halted before Hop
and Wing, who had been in a sort of argument
about something, and had not noticed them until
they were pretty close to them. But Hop, who
was called Young Wild West's Clever Chinaman,
had seen eno,u gh life on the plains and among the
mountains foo: him to be able to form a pretty
good ·idea of what men were when he met them.
While he had not seen ,vhat had taken place
nearly a mile ahead, he readily guessed that the
six cowboys were of the villainous type. But
Hop did not let on that he thought anything like
that. He simply brought his horses to a halt at
the same time the cobwoys .stopped before them,
and then bowing to them, he smiled and said:
"Velly nicee day, so be."
It was evident that Wing was a little suspicious of the men, too, for he bowed and said the
same thing. Mud laughed for the first time since
he had been knocked out by Young Wild West.
"I reckon it's a nice enough day," he answered.
"But that don't make no difference. We don't
care what kind of a day it is, do we, boys?"
"I reckon not," was the reply from his followers, and then they all laughed, as though it
was a good joke.
"Whattee mattee?" queried Hop, affecting great
innocence.
"There ain't nothin' ther matter, as I knows
of," Mud retorted; and then pulling his gun, he
waved it before the faces of the two Celestials,
and added:
"You two heathen galoots jest let go of them
pack horses! We want them. Hurry up, now, or
I'll let daylight througli you!"
Hop and Wing obeyed the command right away.
The latt-er was very much frightened, but the
former was simply sh.dying hard just then to
find a way· to outwit the villains. He knew that
by keeping so far in the rear, they had got into
trouble, and it being entirely their fault, it was
now up to them to get out of the trouble.
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/'Take charge of them pack horses, boys," said
Mud, waving his hand toward the animals. "We
will show Young Wild West what kind of galoots
we a;re ! I know where there's a fine place ter
hang out for a while, an' we'll jest watch our
chance an' not only git square with John Dutton, but Young Wild West and his gang, too."
"You allee samee bettee not take um pack
horses, so be," spoke up Hop mildly. "Young
Wild West makee you velly muchee sickee when
he ketchee you."
"Is that so, heathen?" retorted the leader of
the gang. "Well, he's got ter ketch us first before he kin make us sick, that's sartin. But
don't you think that he's goin' ter make us sick,
'cause we'll be on ther lookout for him, and when
he comes he'll git filled with. lead afore he knows
what's struck him."
Hop shook his head, as much as to say that
this was utterly impossible. Then he pulled a
whisky flask from somewhere under the loose--fitting coat, and, smiling at the leader, observed:
"You likee takee lillee dlink of tanglefoot?"
•
"Would I?"
Mud gave a chuckle that sho,wed plainly that
he would be delighted to accept the invitation.
"Allee light; me takee lillee dlink first; len you
allee samee finish whattee left."
-The flask Hop had was one that held a pint,
and without loss of time he removed the cork
and took a couple of swallows from it. While he
was doing this his left hand slipped under his
coat and brought forth a tiny vial that was filled
with a brownish powder. As the clever Chinaman removed his lips from the neck of the flask
some of the powder from the little vial was
dropped into it. Then he put the cork back into
the flask and tossed it to Mud, wno got it in i.
clumsy fashion, narrowly missing it.
"Why didn't yer hand it ter me?" he asked,
half angrily. "S'pose ther blamed bottle had
fell ter ther ground and busted?"
"Lat allee light," was the bland reply. "Me
tlinkee you catchee, so me tlow to you."
Mud's face relaxed into a smile as he ~drew
the cork and smelled the contents of the flask.
Then he measured a space that was about an inch
down and held his thumb upon the spot while
he took a pull at the whisky. He gave a sigh of
relief, a.:od as he saw that he had just about
taken enough from the flask to reach the spot
he had marked, he handed it over to the man
net him.
"Don't drink any more than your share, b-Oys,"
he said. "We want it to go 'round."
By the time the six men had each taken a
drink there was very little left in the bottle.
It came back to Mud, of course, and as he was
preparing to take what was left he suddenly
acted rather strangely. Then it was that two of
the other acted in the same way. Mud suddenly
reeled back and fell from the saddle, landing
upon the ground and rolling over upon his face.
While his companions were looking at him they
werer taken in the same manner and in less than
a minute all six were lying upon the ground in a
helpless condition.
It really looked as though they had been poisoned and were dead, but such was not the case.
Hop Wah was a sort of chemist as well as a
magician, and he usually carried all sorts of
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dn1gs with rum on his tl'ips througl1 the west
w:ith Young Wild West and his friends. His
ready brain had conceived the idea of drugging
the v;llains, in order to keep them from stealing
the pllck horses and the camping outftt. He had
succeeded beycnd his expectation, too, and calling to his brother to catch the horses he had
been leading, he rode a few yards and got the
one he was in charge of. But Hop was not quite
;;atisfied. He knew they could get away with the
greatest of ease, but it stl·uck him that it wculd
be a good idea to make trouble for the sLx men
who had attempted to rob them. Bidding Wing
to ride on ahead, he paused long enough to pull
a big fu-eeracker from one of the many pockets
his coat contained. '
Lighting a match, he applied the same to the
fuse of the big cracker, and then me.asm·ing the
distance carefully with his eye, he hurled the
explosive right into the midst of the unconseious
cowboys and their horses. Then he turned and
rotle away as fast as the pack horses would go.
He had ccvered perhaps thirty yards when the
crackel' explcded with a noise , that was almost
eqnai to that r,f a small cannon. The bronchos
belonging to the six villains snorted with terror
and went gallcping over the prairie, while their
riders simply struggled to a sitting posture and
then fell back again, the drug being too powerful to overcoflle just then.
But the explosion of the cracker certainly had
the effect of helping them to recover, and a.s it
was not a 1a~ring dl'Ug, in less than five minutes
they we1:e able . to sit up and look around. It
happened that a man named Bover had drunk
less cf the whisky than the rest, so he got the
use of his faculties before the others.
"That heathen drugged us, boys!" he exclaimed. "I knowed it almost as soon as I drank ther
stufl'. There was something strange about it."
Mud gave a nod, but he was not yet able to
say much. All that he did say was:
''All right; we'll git square."
Bover now got up and began walklng briskly
aoout, "Git up, boys!" he called out. "Git up, and
run a1iound a little, It'll make you all right in a
jiffy."
He ran to Mud and half lifted him to his feet.
Then he started him to walking and sure enough
the villain began to recover rapidly. Then all
got upon their feet, and a few minutes later
tj:tey were hurrying to get their horses. None of
the bronch.os had gone very far, so it was not a
difficult task for the cowboys to get them. When
they were mounted and riding away from the
spot there was no doubt but that they were all
heartily glad that the Chinaman had not given
them a deadly poison, instead of a _drug that
made them unconscious for a short time.
"We'll jest ride over ter Bull Creek, boys," said
Mud, who seemed to feel as though he needed
something to make him feel himself again. "There
is tanglefOQt there in plenty, an' I reckon we've
all got sonie .11mney left. After we git settled
down a bit, an' are able ter trunk of what's happened, maybe we kin think of a way ter git
square with Young Wild. West an' his gang. Of
course, we've got ter git square with John Dutton, too. We'll steal all of his cattle that we kin
git away with, an' we'll stampede ther rest.
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That's ther way ter do it, an' don't yer make no
mistake about it."
Bull Creek, the place Mud had spoken of, was
a little settlement about ten miles southeast of
the Bar D Ranch. From the spot where the cowboys had been drugged by the clever Chinaman it
was only about seven miles to the little town, so
they soon reached it. Then they proceeded to fill
themselves with the whisky that was sold there.
By the time night came the six men had got rid
of about all the money they had, and then they
began to think of some way to get some more.
And while they were doing this tliey might have
a chanee to get square with Young Wild West
in some way, provided he should remain at the
ranch overnight. After they had talked it over
for quite a length of time it was decided that they
would ride to the ranch around the hour of midnight and see what they could do.

•

CHAPTER IV.-At the Bar-D Ranch.

"I reckon we'll have to wait for Hop and
Wing," said Wild, as Arietta suggested that they
aecompany the cow girls to the ranch that lay
behind a small piece of timber a mile away to
the east. "They seem to be a good wrule getting
here."
"There they come now!" exclaimed Eloise,
pointing to the raise on the prairie they had
come over before the cowboys joined Wild, Charlie and Anna. Sure enough, the two Celestials
were coming along', Wing several yards in the
-lead. While our friends and the cow girls were
waiting for the two Celestials to come up, a
horseman appeared from around the end of the
little patch of timber.
"Here comes dad!" exclcimed May Duthn, 1Vho
was the elder of the four girls, and the one who
did the most talking. "I'll bet he was won·ied a
whole lot about the cattle. But he will be mighty
pleased when he finds we have got them."
Ranchman Dutton got to the corral about the
same time that Hop and Wing rode up and halt-

ed.

"Hello!" he exclaimed, nodding when he saw
that the cattle were in the corral. "I reckon you
had help, eh, gals? I hurried as fast as I could,
an' when I seen strangers here with yer, I knowed that you'd been helped a lot. You couldn't
have done it alone, I reckon."
"Not very soon, dad," May answered, "But let
me introduce you to Young Wild West and his
friends. Then I'll tell you what they did for us."
The introduction was soon made, and then the
girl, in a glib and internsting way, related what
had occurred. Dutton was pleased as well as
surprised.
"Ther rascally galoots!" he exclaimed, referring to his late foreman and the others. "So
they wanted ter keep ther cattle spread out over
ther range, when they knowed I wanted ter sort
'em out fur shippin' away, eh? Well, I l"fCkon
they'll git somethin' besides a raise in wages if
they show up here ag'in. Them fellers ain't no
good! I believe they know what become of ther
eighteen steers I lost ther other day."
"They certainly do know," spoke up our hero.
"I believe they stole them, Mr. Dutton.''
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"Quite likely they did. Mud didn't have much
of a reputation when I hired him. But he always done putty well, thoug:h. It might be that
he was one what stole a few cattle afore, 'cause
he an' some of ther rest was away fur two days
ther time they was missed. It'll be kinder hard
ter git ther work done, I s'pose; but I jest won't
have them six galoots back ter work, not if
they'll come fur nothin'!"
"That's ther way to talk, boss!" spoke up
Cheyenne Charlie. "I reckon these gals you've
got here kin help a whole lot in ther work, an' if
Wild ain't got no objections, we'll stay here a
couple of days an' do what we kin ter help yer
out."
"Certainly we'll stay,• said our hero. "I am
always ready to help any one deserving of it,
and I reckon this is a pretty good case of that
kind."
The ranchman was so pleased at hearing this
that he did not know how to thank them. But
Wild, in his cool and easy way, assured him that
there was no need of thanking them. While the
conversation was going on Hop was trying his
best to get a chance to relate what had happened
the other side of the raise.
"What's ther matter, Hop?" asked the scout,
noticing how anxious the Chinaman appeared to
be. "Did anything happen ter yer while yer
was comin' along? Maybe them cowboys might
have scared yer."
"Ley pletty near scare me, allee samee, Misler
Charlie," was the reply. "But ley no stealee um
horses and um outfit, so be. Me fixee um bad
mans allee samee velly muchee quickee."
"All were interested now, so having the opportunity, ~op related_ the in~ident out on ~he
prairie. Wmg bore him out m all the details,
so there was no .doubt in the minds of our hero
and his partners that the story was straight.
Ranchman Dutton could hardly believe his senses
when he heard how the striking cowboys had
tried to steal the pack horses and camping outfit
of our friends. He made Wild repeat the story
Hop had told, as he could not quite understand
the language the clever Chinaman used.
"\Vell, by ginger!" he exclaimed. "Now, I
reckon we know jest :vhat kind of galoots them
cowboys is. Regular robbers, eh? I'll bet they
won't come back, after that! Mighty clever work
of ther Chinaman in druggin' 'em."
"It is a good thing for them that he did drug
them, I reckon," our hero said, shaking his head.
"If they had got away with the horses and outfits, I reckon it would not have been many hours
before we found them. Then they would have
got something stronger than the drug. Lead
would have been their medicine. I haven't any
use for a thief, especially when he is caught
red-handed."
"Nor I, nuther, Mister West. Sich fellers is
always a lot better off dead than alive. Not fur
themselves, maybe, but fur others."
"That's right, Mr. Dutton. But say! I wish
you wouldn't 'mister' me when you address me.
Wild is the name I go by, and I want you to
call me that."
"Good enoug·h, if it suits you. But let's git
over to ther house. I reckon ther cattle is all
ri,e.ht no\\·. I'll come over ther first thing in ther
mornin' ter sort 'em out; an' if you fellers don't
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mind, yer kin come an' help me. I'll pay yer
what it is worth."
"We'll come with you; but you won't pay us
anything, boss," Wild answered. "We are always ready to help any one who is in need of
it. I happen to know the circumstances thoroughly now, and that means that we are duty
bound to help you out. By interfering with what
the striking cowboys call their rights we made
trouble. I suppose you could have got them t.o
come back to work if you had granted their request to raise their wages. Then everything
might have gone along all right again."
The start for the ranch house was made, and
when they rounded the little patch of timber our
friends saw it very close by. The cow girls chatted with Arietta, Anna and Eloise, and with
bright eyes and glowing cheeks they made a pretty picture as they rode together in a bunch.
The two Chinamen brought up the rear, as usua1 ,
and both seemed happy, since they had got O)'
of a very bad scrape with the rascally cowboys
There was no one at the house but Dutton's wife
and the colored woman who helped her with the
housework, and they both stood on the little
porch as the party rode up. They were as much
surprised to see our friends as the others had
been.
But the ranchman's wife was one of the real
old-fashioned Western women, and the greeting
she gave them was a warm one, and from the
heart. It did not take her husband long to let
her know what had taken place out on the range
and during the recital she stood with open mouth
for she had refused to believe that the six cowboys were anything but honest. But now she
was forced. to accept what was told to her, and
she shook her head sadly.
"I never would have believed tha.t out of 'em,"
she declared. "The idea of it! They was goin'
ter take them pack horses, was they? Well, I'm
awful glad the Chinee was smart enough ter git
thei· best of 'em. 1t's what I call wonderful,
what he did."
"Velly muchee wonderful, so be," spoke nn
Hop, who was listening to what she said. "Me
allee samee velly muchee smartee Chinee. Makee
big fireclacker go bang!"
"Yes, but ther drug yer put in ther whisky
was ther best part of it." the good woman said,
looking at him with no little admiration.
A pleasant evening was spent at the ranch
house that night. It was rather late when ourfriends retired, and when they did go to sleep
they slept so-m1dly. But Young Wild West was
easily awakened, and along about one o'clock he
was aroused by hearing a sound that told him
that a gla.'lS had been broken somewhere in the
house. He listened for a full minute, but heard
nothing further. But the young deadshot felt
that there v,as some one in the hou se who did
not belong there, and he quickly slipped on his
clothing and started to investigate. Though he
had been awakenerl from a sound sleep by the
jingling noise, Wild knew the directio"l it came
from. It struck him that somebodv was in the
big sitting room, and as he knew the ranchman's
safe was there. it was quite natural that he
should think of robbers.
Revolver in hand, he left the room without
waiting- for ,Jim, who occun'ed it w;th him, and
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crossed the hall to the door of the big room
where the safe was. Turning the knob softly,
he opened it without t1i;e le~st :varning. It was
moonlight, and he was _Just m time to see ~ man
crawling through a wrndow almost opposite to
where he stood.
CHAPTER V.-A capture and a Rescue.

It was around the hour of ten that night when
Mud and the other cowboys, who had struck for
higher wages at the ranch and had lost their
positions in consequence, left the saloon at Bull
Creek. They were quite sober now, since their
money had run out long before this. Bent upon
stealing what money John Dutton had in the
house, they rode along at an easy gait.
"I know jest where he keeps his dust," said
Mud. "I've been in ther house lots of time, an' I
always takes notice of things. There's an old
safe in ther sittin' room which ain't locked half
ther time. It ain't one of them combination
locks what's on it, like ther ones on ther big safes
in ther Wells Fargo offices. When he does lock
it, Dutton carries ther key in his pocket - along
·with some others, an' they're on a ring together.
We'll jest sneak up an' git in that sittin' room,
an' then if ther safe is locked we'll have tel' git
where Dutton sleeps, which is on the1· gTound
floor Tight next to thel' room ther safe is in."
"Good!" exclaimed Davis. "I reckon we kin
do ther trick, all right. None of us ain't very
slow, when it comes tel' bein' quiet-like. We'll git
ther money."
"If we do get it, I reckon we ought ter set ther
blamed old house on fire," spoke up the villain
called Bover. "We ought ter do that, an' git
away without any. one knowin' who done it. If
ther house was ter burn down we'd have revenge fur fair."
"That's a purty good idea, Bover," said Mud,
nodding his head in approval. "But we'll wait
until we git hold of ther money first."
"That's ther best way," spoke up another of
the gang.
They rode on, and in due time they sighted the
corral, where the cow girls, assisted by Young
Wild West and his friends, had driven the herd
of cattle. The moon was just rising, and they
could see the cattle plainly.
"Whoa, boy!" said Mud, reining Iris horse in,
as they came opposite to the side of the corral.
"Boys, what's ther matter with lettin' them steers
out? It would be a mighty good way ter help
along in our revenge, I reckon."
The suggestion struck them all as being a very
good one.
"'We'll let 'em out an' scatter 'em all over
ther range," said one.
"That's it!" exclaimed Bover.
"Then Young Wild West an' his gang kin help
them gals hunt 'em up in ther mornin'," remarked a third.
"If Young Wild West is alive ter do it," added
Mud significantly.
"Have ye1· got any idea that we kin git him
Mud?" Davis asked eagerly, as he leaned over and
looked the leader in the face.
"I don't see why we can't," was the reply.
"If we're able ter sneak inside ther house, so
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we kin git Dutton's money, I reckon we oughter
be able ter git a chance at Young Wild West."
"That's so, too; but ther thing of it is ter find
jest where the young galoot sleeps."
"Well, wait till we git there. Then we'll know
jest what ter do. We'll jest git these here cattleout now, an' start 'em over ther range. Even
if we couldn't do nothin' more to-night, this would
be gittin' square a little bit."
"That's so," spoke up one of the others. "But
we don't want to go away without that money.
Vve're all dead broke, an' there ain't no use in
tryin' ter live without money. We can't git no
trust over at Bull Creek, 'cause I reckon we aH
owe a little bit there, an' that sorter stops
things."
•
The villains dismounted and quickly removed
the bars that held the gate to the corral. Then
two of them mounted their horses and rode
inside, and in less than ten minutes the cattle
were running madly over the prairie. Probably
they were very glad to get out of the corral,
anyhow, and all it required was a little urging
from the villainous cowboys to empty the enclosure. By the time this was done it was past midnight, since the villains had taken it easy in riding over from Bull Creek.
"I reckon that's what yer kin call a pretty
clever job," remarked Mud, as he mounted his
mustang. "Now then, we'll ride over ter ther
barn an' leave our horses so there ain't no
chance of 'em bein' seen from ther house, i11 case
any one's awake, an' then we'll sneak up ter ther
house an' see about gittin' at Dutton's safe in
ther sittin' room. Since we don't know jest exactly what we're goin' ter do, we have got ter
keep nrighty still about it an' form our plans
when we find out how things is."
"That's right," nodded Bover, ·who seemed to
think they were going to have a very easy thing
of it, and who was willing to go right ahead and
do anything the leader suggested.
They soon reached the barn and, then dismounting, tied their horses where they would be handy
for them in case they were discovered. Then,
with Mud in the lead, they proceeded toward the
house, taking care to keep in the shadows as much
as possible. The closer they got to the building
the more uneasy they became. Probably this was
due to the fact that they knew Young Wild We;;t
and his partners were in the house. Their experience with the dashing young deadshot that
day had told them that they had to be very careful when they w!l,re anywhere close to lrim. But
Mud kept right on, however, for he was confident
that the robbery could be committed without
making any noise tl1at would arouse the occupants
of the house, especially if they were all asleep,
which was most likely the case. When they
reached the rear of the house, Mud looked at his
watch in the moonlight and saw that it lacked but
a few minutes to one.
"Jest ther right time for everybody ter be
asleep," he whispered to the man next him. "Now
then, y.re'll go on around an' try them three windows what's in the1· sittin' room. They're all
down, I see, but it ain't likely that they're fastened. Sometimes they puts nails over ther tops
of ther sa...<JJles, but I never noticed whether they
done it here or not. If ther's nails over 'em
we'll je!':t have ter break one of ther panes of
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gla;,s an' pull out ther nail. Then we kin raise
.:her window all right, an' I'll be ther one ter
go inside an' tackle that safe."
This was very satisfactory to the rest, as
~here was not one of them who felt like volunteering to creep through the window into the
house, tli.ough if Mud ordered it, it is quite likely they would have obeyed him. Mud tried all
;he windows and finally selected one to operate
upon, as they were all fastened. In this one a
1,ane of glass was <;racked right near the top of
the lower sash, and he decided to take out the
pane, so 110 could reach in with his hand and remove the nail upon the sash.
With the blade of his knife he succeeded in doing t}lis, though some pieces of the glass fell ingjde the room and made a slight noise. However, it was not loud enough to a.waken any -one
in the house, so the villain thought, and after
waiting a couple of minutes he raised the sash
£lowly. He made no l).oise in doing this, which
was a wonder, since windows generally make a
creaking noise, especially in an old house such as
rhat was. The leader of the villainous cowboys
worked in a systematic way, for when he had
the sash as far as it would go upward, he placed
a stick beneath it so it would be impossible for it
to go down.
Then he pushed his head and shoulders zt;hrough
the opening and started to enter the room.
The moonlight showed inside, and-he could see
the safe l'ight before him. But if he had happened to look almost directly across the room he
would have noticed that the door was ajar there
and that the figure of a boy stood against the
wall. But the thought of the money that the
µfe contained kept his attention that way, and
he did not know that Young Wild West was
standing within a few feet of him, a revolver in
his hand ready to open fire at an instant's warning. As he saw the man coming through the
,vindow Wild had quickly decided to wait a while
and see just what he w-~s up to. When he saw
him drop gently to the floor and then proceed
otraight for the old-fashioned safe that stood in
a corner he knew that the object was robbery.
Our hero never moved or made the slightest noise.
He could hear the sounds of whispering voices
outside and it was easy f01· him to guess that tho
midnight visitors were the cowb-oys who had quit
the ranch that day. Never once did the dashing
young deadshot think it necessary to arouse any
one else in the house. He felt himself perfectly
able to cope ,,ith the six cowboys. If it came to
a fight, he could easily get them all, since the
moon was shining. so brightly and they could not
get out of his sight in time to escape his deadly
aim.
Mud reached the safe, and when he found out
that it was not locked his joy knew no bounds.
He swung the iron door open softly, and then
thrust his hand inside. The moonlight failed to
reach that point, so when he had felt about and
could not find anything that resembled money,
he decided to take the risk of lighting a match.
This he soon did, and, holding it so he could look
foside the safe, he bent down and then saw a
drawer. Opening- the drawer, he found what he
-.>ca~ after. A pile of bank notes, neatly tied together v,it.h a string, lay there, while right beside it was a bag, which no doubt .contained gold.
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Mud placed his fingers upon the bank notes a.'ld
was about to lift them when he received a sharp
kick from behind. He turned quickly and found
himself staring straight into the muzzle of a
revolver.
"Young Wild West!" he cried, as he recognized
the boy who held the revolver.
His cry was heard by those outside, and the
next moment a shot rang out and Wild heard the
hum of a bullet as it passed his ear. As quick
as a fl.ash the boy struck.Mud betw~ the eyes
with his clenched fist and sent him headlong to
the floor, his head striking the corner of the safe
and rendering him unconscious. But Wild never
paused long enough to see what happened to tM
man after he hit him. He bounded to the window
and was just in time to see other forms scurrying along through the moonlight toward the barn.
One of them turned just then and raised his arm
to fire another shot at the house. Crack l It
was not the villain who fired, but our hero, and
the result/'.was that one of the cowboys fell to
the ground. By this time the whole house was
aroused, and Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart
came bounding into the room.
"Take it easy, boys," said oUJ.· hero. "Everything is all right. Just take care of that galoot there by the safe."
Mud was unconscious when the scout dragged
him forth, and as Ranchman Dutton came in
with a la"Ilp they all saw who it was. But Wild
had not remained in the house after instructing
his partners what to do. He bounded outside
after the fleeing villains, but they had such a
start on him that they reached their horses and
got around to the nther side of the barn and were
off before he could overtake them. Wild was
quite satisfied, however.
One of the villains had been captured and another had been shot. He came on back to the
house and stopped when he came to the man he
had dropped as he was in the act of firing a shot ,
at the house. The villai.n had been hit in the
right arm, and he lay moaning on the ground as
though he were dying. The young deadshot
quickly found out what was the matter with him,
and then, after talting his weapons from him,
said:
"Get up, you sneaking coyote! I reckon you're
not hurt any. You have simply got a bullet
through your arm, and that ought not to make
you li1:l there like a frightened hound. Get up,
I say!"
The man promptly ceased moaning and arose
to his feet. He was the villain called Davis.
Wild simply recognized him ·as one of the six they
had met that afternoon, and, taking him by the
collar, he half dragged him back to the house.
Of course there was considerable excitement
there; nothing else could be expected. Mrs. Dutton and the girls had been greatly alarmed, and
it was not until Wild came back with his prisoner, and he had assured them that there was
no cam,e to be afraid, that they subsided.
"I reckon the galoots thought they were going
to get revenge on you, boss," said our hero, turning to the ranchman. "It was a mighty lucky
thing that I heard the breaking of glass. If I
had not they would have surely cleaned out your
safe."
"That's right," answered Dutton, shaking his
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head. . "Ther galoot had ther money right in his
hands, I reckon, 'cause there's ther bills I had
tied up layin' on the floor. There's night on ter
three thousand dollars there, an' I reckon I
couldn't afford ter lose it. I'm mighty glad that
you folks happened to come along to-day."
"Well, you're no more glad than we are," answered our hero, smiling at him in his cool and
easy way. "It's a way we have of coming along
just about the time we are needed, and whenever
we can do a good turn for any one we are just
as pleased in doing it as are the ones we do it
for."
Mud had been bound hand and foot and was
sitting upon a chair, while Cheyenne Charlie
stood guard over him. Wild wallred up to him
and said:
"Well, Mud, it seems that we meet again."
There was no reply to this.
"Didn't you hear what I said?" Wild asked
·
sharply.
"Yes, I heard yer," was the reply, in a dogged t;one ef voice.
"Well, I called you a cattle thief to-day; now I
can call you a burglar. You're a fine specimen of
a man, you are!"
"That's all right," was the rejoinder. "I ain't
got no excuses to make. Go ahead with your
game. If yer want ter hang me I s'pose you'll
go ahead an' do it, as I can't stop yer. I ain't
one of ther sort what's goin' ter beg for mercy.
If my time has come I'll go, that's all!"
"You're a pretty cool sort of a galoot, I reckon," said our hero. "But I reckon when you feel
a rope tightening around your neck you'll change
your · mind about that."
"No, I won't!" and the way Mud said it showed
pretty well that he meant it.
Wild said no more, but when the wound in the
arm of the other villain had been dressed he saw
to it that he was tied to a chair, so he couid not
possibly escape without aid, he advised Mrs. Dutton and the girls to return to their rooms. They
acted on his suggestion, and then appointing
Cheyenne Charlie to stru1d watch over the two
captives for a couple of hours, he returned to his
room with Jim, and the ranchman was not long
in following suit. Charlie was perfectly willing
to stand guard over the two rascally cowboys, but
he did not really think they could get away even
if they were not watched.
He hardly thought their companions would have
nerve enough to come back and try to rescue
them, as they had shown their cowardice when
they fled from the scene. The scout sat down
near the ·window and looked out at the moonlit
scene that lay before him. The prisoners were
tied to the chairs they were seated upon, and if
they wanted to go to sleep they had to do it sitting up. Half an hour passed. Then Charlie
suddenly detected a sound that reminded him
very much of a footfall. · It came from the rear
of the house, and when he had looked at the two
men in the room and found that they were all
right, he ru·ose and made his way softly from
the room into the kitchen, and then to the back
door. OJ,Mning this, he peered outside. At that
very moment the whinny of a horse sounded close
by. The scout knew that there was some one
around now, so he quickly made his way in the
direction t)ip, whinny came from. The next min-
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ute he caught sight of not one horse, but six of
them!
Three men were with them, too, and then the
scout knew that the friends of the prisoners had
come to rescue them. The scout thought a moment and then decided that he had better go and
arouse Wild. Back he went for the house, going
in by the way he had come out. But when he
reached the room he had left the two prisoners
in he found that they were no longer there!
"Great gimlets!" he exclaimed.
He hastened to the door of the room where
Wild and Jim were sleeping, and they were out
in a minute.
"What's the matter, Charlie?" our hero asked.
· "Them two galoots has got away, Wild," was
the reply. "Their friends made a noise outside,
an' when I went out ter see what it was one or
'em come in an' set 'em free, I s'pose."
Young Wild West did not wait to hear the
last of what the scout said, but rushed outside.

CHAPTER VI.-Leddy.
The rescue of the two villains had been done in
a rather clever manner. It was seldom that
Leddy-that was his name-had much to say,
but when the foul' had succeeded in getting away
from the ranch, after leaving their leader and
Bover behind, he began talking right away to the
effect that it was wrong for them to let Young
Wild West keep their pards prisoners at the
ranch.
Then Leddy scratched his head and thought
for perhaps three minutes. The four villains
had halted at the mouth of a ravine about three
miles from the ranchhouse.
"There's a way ter git Mud an' Bover away
from Young Wild West," Leddy said, as he bit at
a piece of plug tobacco in a thoughtful way.
"I'll tell yer how ter do it, too."
"Go ahead an' tell us, Leddy," said Davis.
"Hurry up! Yer know that Bover was dropped
when some one shot from ther door of ther
house."
"We'll try an' catch ther horses what belongs
to our pards. Then we'll ride up as close ter
ther house as we kin without makin' too much
noise. When we've done this one of us must
sneak right up to their house an' lay ri_ght still.
Then one what is waitin' with ther horses must
walk a little heavy, but be careful not ter be
.seen from ther house. There'll sartinly be somebody watchin' our pards, 'cause· they wouldn't
risk lettin' 'em be there alone, while they slept.
Ther galoot what's on guard will hear ther footsteps, an' he'll come out ter see what's up. Then
ther one what's layin' low near ther house must
git inside in a hurry an' cut our pards loose." ,
"Ohl"
They all understood now.
"I'll be ther one ter sneak up to ther house,•
said Leddy. "Davis ldn be ther one ter make
ther noise with his feet. Now, come on! I reckon ther quicker we do it ther better it'll be. I
don't ike ther idea of lettin' Mud an' Bover fall
inter ther hands of ther law."
They were not long in mounting their horses.
"Now, then," said Leddy, "we'll ride around,
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so's we kin come toward ther house from •ther
back way. Yer all want ter remember that we
ain't goin' there for no other purpose than savin'
our pards. Don't none of yer fire a shot."
The four villains rode on through the moonlight, taking care to keep as far away from the
ranch house as possible until they reached a
clump of woods that lay'" about a quarter of a
mile in the rear of it. Nearly an hour had
elapsed by this time since they had made their
escape, leaving two of their members prisoners
behind them. It was left entirely to Leddy to
manage the affair. Proud of this fact, he rode
on slightly in the lead. When they reached the
woods they pushed on through it, and when they
came into the open at the otheT side they brought
thefr ho1·ses to a walk and proceeded in this manner straight for the house.
There were some fruit trees quite near the
house. They reached the trees, and tl1en they
halted and- dismounted within a hundred feet of
the rear side of the house.
"Now, then," whispered Leddy, as he turned to
Davis, "in just about five minutes I want you ter
walk around sorter heavy like, so the sounds of
your. feet can be heard in ther house. Yer kin
do this once, an' then yer kin wait a while. If
yer don't see any one come out yer kin do it
ag'in, making it a little louder."
"I understand," replied Davis.
Five minutes later Leddy was creeping cautiously toward the house. He chose the back
door to hide near, and with bated breath he
waited. Though it seemed to him much longer,
it was not more than five minutes before he
heal'd the footsteps of Davis back among the
trees. Then it was not long before he heard the
floor creaking in the kitchen, and then he knew
that some one was coming out. The next minute Cheyenne Charlie appeared, and crouching
close to the gTound, Leddy had the s,a.tisfaction
of seeing him pass on in a stealthy way, which
told plainly that he was looking for some one.
Now was the villain's chance, and without waiting a moment, he stepped softly into the house
and made for the room where he thought the
prisoners might be held. He made no mistake in
his calculation, fo1· there was a dim light burning there, and he saw Mud and Rover bound hand
and foot and sitting upright in the chairs they
had been tied to. He held up his hand to warn
them that they must keep perfectly still, and
then a few, quick strokes of his knife set them
free. Fearing to go back by the way he had entered, Leddy stepped to the front door, and, unlocking it, pulled it open without making scarcely a noise. Then out went the three, and making a short circle, headed for their waiting comparlions.
It happened that Cheyenne Charlie was just
about i!ntering the back door of the ranch house
when they did this, so they had a good chance to
cru:ry out the plan that had been suggested by
Leddy. Mud and Bover were much elated at the
way things had turned out~ as might be supposed,
and when they found their horses waiting for
them they lost no time in mounting.
"We oughter set fire ter ther blamed old house,"
said Mud, as he turned and looked back at it. "I
reckon this is lettin' them galoots off altogether
too easy, boys."
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"No, it ain't," spoke up Leddy quickly. "It's
us what's gittin' let off too easy. Jest keep that
in yer mind, Mud. You know what happened
afore, don't yer? Bover had ter go an' shoot,
an' ther result was that he got caught, an' has
got a bullet in his arm. You jest come right
along now, an' wait for some other time ter git
square. We didn't git the1· money what was in
ther house, but we did turn ther cattle loose from
ther corral. That's something, anyhow."
That settled it. Mud had never heard Leddy
talk in such a convincing way before, but when
Davis told him that he was the man who was
responsible fo~· the risk he began to think that
Leddy was a p1·etty smart man, after all. The
six rascally cowboys rode hard, heading straight
for the mouth of the ravine, where the plan had
been aITanged by Leddy. They came to a halt
when they reached this spot, and entered the ravine and followed its course fo1· about half a
mile. There was a good-sized cave here, and it
was so well concealed by rocks and bushes that
Mud had already planned it as a sort of hiding
place for them in case they were sought for and
the trail got hot.
. Now was the time to go to the cave, he thought,
1f there ever was a time. The trail the villains
left behind them could hardly be observed after
they left the ravine, for the rocks were so plentifully scattered about, and the ground so hard
that the hoofDrints hardly showed. Reaching the
cave, they all dismounted, and then Mud led the
way inside. There was nothing to do now but to
wait until daylight came, so the villains made
themselves as comfortable as they could, after
first seeing to it that their horses were tied inside of the cave, so if any one came arou~d they
-~
could not be seen.
They all fe!t quite secure there, for they knew
that they could hold the cave against Young
Wild West and those who might come with him, if
they should follow the trail. They could easily
shoot them down without running into danger
after they
themselves. In less than an hour
1
reached the cave all ha..'1.ds were sound asleep,
though Davis had voluntee,·ed to stand watch
until daylight. The extreme loneliness of the
dark place aud the snoring of his companions
lulled him to sleep, however, and it was not until
daylight was streaming into the mouth of the
cave that he was aroPsed by Leddy. The rest of
the gang wern Rtill aRleep, and looking at him
with a grin, Leddy observed:
"If you was a soldier, Davis, I reckon you'd
be put in ther guardhouse for goin' ter sleep
while ye,· was on guard. But it don't make no
difference here. Everything is all right, an' all
we've got ter do now is ter watch for Young
Wild W 1:,cc;t an' his pards and them cow girls ter
come 01.1t ter catch ther cattle. Jest wake up
ther rest; I'll go out an' climb a tree an' take a
look around ter see how things are."
Davis did as he was told, and none of the rest
were aware of the fact that he had been sleeping
during the time they had been in the cave. They
all went outside and found Leddy sitting in the
top of a tree, scanning the surrounding country.
The sun wa.s not yet up, though it was pretty
near daylight, and the villain could no doubt see
the ranch, as well as the cattle that had been
let out of _the corral. A few minutes later he
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came down the tree, and then walking over to his
companions, he gave a nod of satisfaction, and
exclaimed:
"Everything is lovely, boys! Ther cattle is
scattered all around nigh on ter five miles away,
an' there's smoke comin' out of ther chimney of
the house back there, which shows that they're
hurryin' up ter git breakfast so that they kin git
out after them. We'll wait right here till they
do git out, and then we'll go back to ther house
an' git that money. If any of them gals is there
we'll make 'em prisoners, an' we'll shoot ther
Chinamen an' then set ther house on fire."
The fiendish suggestion was cheered by the
companions of the man who made it. Leddy had
awakened them to the full depth of their. villainy now, and nothing was too bad for them to
do.
CHAPTER VIL-Rounding Up the Cattle.
Young Wild West did not advise giving pursuit to the villains in the dark. He knew that
it was pcssible that they might be led into a trap
if they undertook the task of following them.
"Let the galoots go," he said to the scout, when
he found out just about how the escape was
made. "I reckon we'll have plenty of chanres to
get them again . They won't let us alone, that's
certain. They are not only looking for money,
but revenge as well. That fellow called Mud is
one of the dogged sort, and he won't give in any
kind of fashion, either. I could see that by the
way he acted after we got him, Charlie."
"Yes, I reckon you're right, Wild," was the
, reply.
Fer about five or ten minutes the scout had
been pretty well excited, but as soon as Wild
came in answer to his call it was all right, and
he soon got settled. So quiet had the escape
been that no one in the house was aroused but
Arietta. Charlie had awakened Wild and Jim,
of course, and Arietta must have heard them
talking in low tones. She came out on the porch
just as our hero advised that tl}ey would not follow the villains.
"What is the matter, Wild?" she asked, not
speaking loud enough to arouse any one else.
"Well, the two prisoners got away, Et," was
the reply.
"Is that so? How did it happen?"
"It w.as quite a clever trick, I reckon. Charlie
heard some one walking outside and he went out
to investil~ate. While he was gone one of the
friends of the two villains came in, cut them
loose, and took them out by the front door. That
is about the only way we can explain how it happened."
"Well, maybe they will light out for somewhere else now, so it might be just as well."
"They mi _g-ht do that, hut I have my doubts
about it. Mud, as they call him, is too vindictive
to leave without trying for revenge. He feels
that he is a much injured man, and he lays it
all to me, I reckon."
"Yes, but he ought to feel so glad that he got
away that he would want to get as far away
from here as possible."
"He ought to feel that way maybe, but that
don't make him, Et. But never mind. You just
1
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go back to your rnom and go to sleep. It is quite
a little time yet before daylight."
The girl acter! on his suggestion, and then the
re$t arranged it for the rest of the night. Wild
and Char he went to their beds, and Jim remained up, so that the villains could not come
back and make trouble without being caught.
Neither Wild nor Charlie slept very well after
that. They were both up as soon a» it was daylight.
"I wonder how the cattle a1·e, boys?" said our
hero, as he went out;;ide and looked off in the
direction of the corral. "I've been lying a,vake
fo1· the last half hour, thinking about them. It
occurred to me that perhaps the rascally cowboys might have let them out, or something of
the kind. That would be a little in the way of
revenge, I suppose."
"Just a;:; like as not they've done it," replied
the scout. "Let's go an' see."
Jim gave a nod, and the look he showed on his
face told that he thought that Wild was just
about right in what he said. All three went out,
for the corral could not be seen from the porch,
owing to the big barn, which was right in range
of it. They were not long in getting where they
could see it, howeve1·, and then the very moment
our hero's eyes rested upon the enclosure he
saw that it was empty. Not a steer could be
seen!
"They've cleaned out the cattle, boys," he said,
without showing the least surprise. "We might
have known that. One of us should have remained on guard last night. The work that was
done yesterday by the cow girls and ourselves has
got to be <lone all over again, and it will be much
harder this time, for you can bet that the sneaking galoots have scattered the cattle pretty well.
Probably they have run some of them off, too. It
is quite likely they know where . they can take
them to and sell them. I wouldn't be surprised
at anything they do now. They have shown
that they don't care whether they are marked
for prison or not."
"I reckon the~' won't g-it ter prison-not all of
'em, anyhow," remarked the scout, as a grim
smile played about his lips. "There's goin' ter
be some shootin' done afore this thing is through,
jest mark my words fur it. It'll be different from
what was done last night in ther dark, too.
When I pulls a trigger on one of them galoots
he's goin' down ter stay."
Wild knew there was no need of getting in too
much of a hurry. The cattle were out of the
corral, and that was all there was to it. Aft.er
breakfast they would all start out and do their
best to round them up for the ranchman, and
get them back where he wanted them. As soon
as Dutton got up, our friends told him what
had happened, and he was dismayed.
"That's too bad!" he exclaimed, shaking hrs
head sorrowfully. "What am I goin' ter do now?
I wanted ter ipt five hundred steers out of that
bunch, so I km git 'em started fur market. I
promised ter have 'em there by ther last of ther
week, but I don't see how it kin be done now."
"Oh, I don't know," said Wild. "I reckon we
can pick the cattle out right on the range.
Charlie and Jim are mighty good hands at that
kind of work, and I've done a little of it myself. With your daughters and your nieces to
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help, and our girls, too, I reckon we can get you they don't care. They will go their full length
fix.ed up all right; and you'll have your cattle now."
"I reckon so. But they'd better look out. I
where you want them by the last ot the week,
won't stand nothin' more from 'em. A man has
too."
"Young Wild West, I like ter hear yer talk! got ter take ther law in his own hands in these
What you say puts new life in me. I believe it parts, yer know."
"That's 1·ight, but maybe we can catch them
kin be done, since 'you say it kin. If you'll help
alive."
me out in this, I'll never forgit yer!"
"We are going to help you out. Just have the
"That would be better, most likely. But if they
bi-eakfast hurried along a little, and then we'll go ter showin' fight, we'll have ter give it ter
get out on the range after the cattle."
'em, that's all. I know that Mud is a mighty
"All right. I'll see ter that right away."
bad one, but· that don't make no difference n()IW';
Dutton had his wife and the colored woman my blood is up."
up in a jiffy. Then the breakfast was soon unThe ranchman's eyes flashed, and he tapped
der way. Arietta showed up before it was ready, the butt of a big revolver. It was quite evident
the
of
rest
the
awaken
and Wild advised her to
that he had taken about all he intended from
girls and tell them what they had to do. The the six cowboys, who had refused to work because
them
of
None
girl was not long in doing this.
he did not give in to tlieir demands for more
had dreamed of such a thing as doing their work wages. Not until they rode over the rise in the
over again, but they were ready and willing. grazing grounds did they sight the cattle. They
Breakfast was soon eaten, and then they were were scattered about in a space that was nearly
ready to go.
five miles square.
As the cow girls mounted their horses, Arietta,
"It's goin' ter be a job," said Dutton, shaking
Anna and Eloise did likewise. Chai-lie, Jim and his head.
the ranchman were waiting, but Wild wanted to
"Never mind about that," Wild answered. "I
have a little talk with Hop before he left the reckon you have got eye enough on you to pick
house. Mrs. Dutton and the colored woman would out those you want to take away for shipment.
be left alone at the house, with only the two You just pick them out as we drive them up, and
Chinamen to look out for them, in case anything we'll soon have them in a bunch. Five hundred
happened. Our hero wanted to see to it that one cattle does not make such a big bunch, you know."
of them, at least, would be able to do this.
"I know that, Wild. I ain't got more'n half
"Hop," said he, "it may be that the bad cow- ther steers I had this time last year. I don't
boys will come here and try and rob the house mean ter keep as many as I used ter, anyhow,
while we are out on the range. I want you to Ter tell ther ti1.1th, I've made enough money. I'm
keep on the watch, and if they do come you must putty well fixed, an' all I want ter do now is te:r
manage to get the best of them. Do you under- keep enough stock ter make me busy when I feel
stand?"
like workin'. I want about four good cowboys,
"Allee light, Misler Wild," was the reply.
an' that will be enough fur ther way I'm goin'
"Me gittee um best of um cowboys once, so me ter run things this winter. Ther gals will soon
havee no tlouble in gittee best some more, so be." be gittin' married, I s'pose, an' then I'm goin' ter
"Oh, yes, you will! You :won't f~l them with _ let their husbands run ther ranch, while me an'
the whisky again. They will be mighty careful my wife takes it easy."
what they drink the next time."
"That's right, Boss Dutton. I reckon you've
"Lat allee light, Misler Wild; me fixee if ley got the right idea, all right. So your daughters
comee."
are going to be married soon, eh?"
"Well Mr. Dutton's money is in the safe, and
"Yes, I reckon there'll be a double weddin' at
he has the only key that will open it. The vilther ranch at about Christmas time. They're
lains can't possibly get the door open without goin'
ter git mighty good husbands, too, though
they use dynamite, and it is hardly likely they
neither of 'em is worth much, in t.her way of
will be able to obtain any of that."
money. But that don't make no difference. I'm
"Me watchee um safee, so be, Misler Wild."
· goin' ter give 'em a start in life."
"All right Hop."
"How about your two nieces? I suppo,se they
The young deadshot knew it was very likely
that the villains would return to the house, if they are thinking of marrying, too?"
"Most likely they are thinkin' about it. I
found out that nearly every one had left it to
go and hunt up the cattle. But be felt that Hop never yet se_e n a gal what didn't. But I don't
was equal to a whole lot, especially if he was know much about their love affairs. They jest
warned. He .did not expect that they would have come over here ter spend a week or two with
to go more than five miles away, and that would ther gals, an' they've come in mighty handy, all
give them a chance to watch the house now and right."
Our :(riends were getting closer to the cattle
then. It he saw any one riding toward it he
would come back at once. The party set out, now, and a few minutes later the woo·k began.
each with a good rope, and it was not long be- It was our hero's plan to pick out the five hunfore they reached the corral. The bars were dred the ranchman had soJd and drive them to
down, and, as has been said, not a steer remain- the corral, leaving the rest on the range. This
could be done, and it would be much easier to
ed within the enclosure.
"Ther scoundrels!" exclaimed Dutton, shaking separate them there than it would be after they
his head. "I never would have believed that were corraled, in his way of thinking.
"They're all cow girls now, I reckon," said
them men was so bad as they are."
"Well, they took care not to let you know it, Cheyenne Charlie, as he pointed to the girls, who
boss," Wild answered. "Now that you know it, ·were working: one side of the herd alone. "Jest
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see 'em, boys! I didn't lmow it was in Anna ter
do that kind of work so well."
"Oh! she has seen enough of it done to know
all about it, Charlie," answered Jim. "Just look
at Eloise, too!"
"That's ·right. But, say! There ain't one in
ther bunch that kin come up ter Arietta. My!
but did yer see that! She nailed that wild steer
too quick ter think about I She's downed him,
too, by ginger!"
Arietta had caught one of the steers that was
making the most trouble on that s1de, and by
doing it she had made it easier for the round-up
t.o go on. So well did they all work t.ogether that
when noon came the five hundred cattle had been
picked, and were being driven to the corral.

CHAPTER VIII.-How the Villains Were Received at the Ranch.
Mrs. Dutton had overheard Young Wild West
talking to Hop, and she was not a little nervous
about it. She knew very well that there was a
probability of the villainous cowboys coming to
the ranch, if they should find out that her husband and our friends had left t.o go and round up
the cattle. But she said nothing until they had
all gone. Then, as Hop came into the kitchen,
bowing and smiling, she looked at him and said:
"So Young Wild West thinks that maybe Mud
an' ther rest of the villains might come here while
they're gone, eh?"
"Lat light," answered Hop, putting on a wise
look. "But if ley come, me allee samee nxee velly
muchee quickee, so be."
"What are yer goin' ter do, if they do come?"
and the woman looked at him in a puzzled way.
"Yer ain't goin' ter fire on 'em, are yer?"
"No," and Hop shook his head; "me no shootee
at um bad cowboys. Me allee samee findee way
t.o fixee. Me velly muchee smartee."
The colored woman, who was in the employ of
the ranchman's wife as cook and helper, listened
to this conversation with distended eyes. It was
evident that she feared that the gang of villains
mi!!ht return as much as did her mistress.
''I hope dey don't come," she spoke up. "I
never did like dat feller dey call Mud.. He very
much a bad man, I done t'ink."
"Lat allee light, Missie Blackie," reto1·ted Hop,
assuringly. "Me no let um bad mans hurtee you,
. so be."
"See here, you fool Chinee," spoke up the colored woman sharply, forgetting all about the
danger that might be incurred if the cowboys
should come back for the moment; "I jest want
you t.o understand that my name am not Blackie.
If I was born with a skin dat's a little might
darker than your yaller hide, I can't help it.
My name am Betty. Rat's what you want t.o
call me. You hear dat?"
"Allee light, Missy Betty. Me no callee you
blackee some more, so be. You velly nicee black
woman, allee samee. Me likee you velly muchee.
Me likee kissee you."
This was too much for Mrs. Dutton. She forgot all about her fears, and laughed outri~ht.
Hop took a step t.oward the colored woman Just
as though he meant to kiss her, and then Betty
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ran out of the kitchen as though she was afraid
of being killed. But Hop did not pursue he-r.
He ,vent to the place where she had been standing washing the dishes, and being in a rather
humorous mood just then, he decided to play a
hick upon her. In one of the cups he managed
to drop some white powder. Then into the dishpan he dropped some more from another vial he
took from his pocket without being observed.
This done, he walked back and started in to
assure Jliirs. Dutton that everything would be all
right, even if the villainous cowboys did come to
the house. After a while the colored woman
came back into the kitchen, and, seeing that Hop
was busy talking to her mistress, she proceeded
with her work of washing the dishes. In less
than a minute, however, a yell of fright came
from her, and, turl)ing around, the ranchman's
wife saw the dishpan bubbling over ·with a white
froth.
Betty fell back in dismay, and overturned several pans in doing it. This made a racket that
added to the excitement, and Hop stood there
smiling blandly. He had simply used two powders to cause all the trouble. They were something like seidlitz powders, only more powerful.
"Whattee rnattee?" he asked, as he stepped up
and looked at the fo¥J-ing pan. "Lat lookee velly
muchee stlange."
"I don't know what is the matter, Mr. Hop,"
the ranchman's wife answered, shaking her head
and showing signs of uneasiness. "I never seen
anything like that afore in all my life.''
But the foaming soon ceased, and the dishwater went back to its former appearance.
"Sometling allee samee mattee with um soapee,
so be," Hop explained, just as though he knew
all about it. "Lat allee light, Missy Betty; you
go ahead and washy washy."
•
So saying, he quietly dropped something that
was about the siez of a kernel of corn into the
dtshpan and walked away again. In a minute or
two the colored woman had recovered sufficiently
to return t.o her work, though the look on her
dusky face showed plainly that she was in anything but an easy frame of mind. Things that
were strange to the average pe1·son were more
than strange to her, as she was of a superstitious
race, and could not accoµnt for happenings as
well as others.
She had scarcely got her hands in the dishpan
and .,tirred up its contents when the water began to rapidly turn to a deep crimson. She was
looking at her mistress at the time, and did not
notice it until it looked as though she was washing the dishes in blood. Then she gave a scream
of terror and fainted outright, falling to the floor
so heavily that the kitchen was jan·ed and the
dishes and glassware fairly jingled.
When Mrs. Dutton saw what had caused her
to faint, she too acted as though she was going
to follow suit. But Hop would not permit this.
He knew he had gone a little too far with his
practical joke, so he said quickly:
"Lat allee light, Missy Dutt.on. Me play lillee
tlick on um blackee woman, so be. Me puttee
um little powder in um pan, and when lat allee
samee gettee soft it turn um water led."
"Oh!" and the woman breathed a sigh of relief.
"Only a lillee fun, so be," Hop went on assur-
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ingly. "l\fe havee lillee fun sometimes, so be,
but me velly goodee Chinee. Me go to um Sunday school in. Flisco, and me no forgettee what
um Melican girl teachee me. Hip hi! Hoolay!"
Then to give her further assu:rance that everything was all right, Hop proceeded to dance a
few steps of a jig he had learned somewhere.
The ranchman,-s wife, now feeling that everything
was all right and that there was no cause for
alarm, whatever, turned her attention to the
colored woman and soon brought her to. Hop ran
for a pail of water to throw upon Betty, but Mrs.
Dutton would not permit this. It was just at
this time that Wing came in, showing great excitement.
"Melican mans allee samee comee on horseback, so be!" he exclaimed.
It was evident that the fun was all taken out
of Hop. Like Mrs. Dutton and the colored woman he had forgotten all about the villainous
cowboys. He ran out with his brother, and soon
saw si.'C horsemen riding rapidly toward the rear
of the house. One glance at them told him that
they were the enemies of Young Wild West and
the ranchman. He knew very well that they
would have it in for him, too, since he had
tricked them so neatly the day before.
Though he was not a little alarmed, he hastened to make preparations to receive them. The
floor of the kitchen, which was a good-sized
room, was bare, and almost in the center there
was a trap door, which led into a sort of cellar.
Hop knew all about this, for he had seen the
colored woman open the trap door and go down
to get the things that were needed to pxepare the
breakfast. It had occurred to him while was talking with Wild that he might bring that trap door
and cellar into use, provided the cowboys did
come.
"You watchee," he said to Wing and Mrs. Dutton. "Me fixee up sometling for um bad cowboys."
The txap door was about five feet in length by
three in width, and opened upward over a shori,
flight of stairs. Quickly raising it, Hop seized a
saw that was hanging upon the wall and got
at work at the cross pieces which held the door
together and made it form part of he flooring
of the kitchen. There were three of them, one
at each end, and one at the center, and he did
· not stop until he had sawed them neal'ly in two.
Then he dropped the door back into place and
said:
"Evelybody allee samee keepee offee um tlap
door. If you stepee on um door, you al!ee samee
go down velly muchee quickee."
Mrs. Dutton nodded her approval.
"That's good!" she exclaimed. !'If you could
only get them down the cellar they couldn't get
out, for there's no window and no other way but
by this door to git in or out. I'll git Mr. Dutton's shotgun and go in the closet there. If we
can only git them into the cellar they wouldn't
dare to come out, as I would shoot them dead.
I was born and brought up in the Wei;t, and I
know how to shoot, and how to fight for my
rights. Betty, don't you go to gittin' scared now.
You jest do what Hop tells you to."
The colored woman nodded, though it was evident that she would not do much of anything, as
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she was already so badly frightened that it would
not take much to make her faint again.
Hop told Wing to get hold of the other side of
the table, and then it was moved so that it was
right at the edge of the trap door. Then while
the cowboys were yet half a mile from the house,
the clever Celestial proceeded to take meat and
bread from the cupboard and fill up the table.
"You allee samee makee some coffee evlly
muchee quickee," he said to the colored woman.
"Lem cowboys allee samee be velly muchee hungly when ley gittee here, and will wantee to eat
um bleakfast, so be."
Betty hastened to obey, for she knew that unless she did she would incur the displeasure of
her mistress. She was busy making the coffee,
when Mud and his gang rode up to the back door
of the house. The table was sitting almost in the
center of the room, between the door and the
trap that Hop had arranged for them. When
they came in, Hop sat at one end of the table
and Wing at the other, both apparently eating
their breakfast. Mrs. Dutton had retired to the
closet, which was less than six feet behind where
Wing sat.
"Good mornin' !" exclaimed Mud, as he stalked into the room, a sarcastic smile on his evillooking face. "I reckon we're jest in time for
·
breakfast."
Hop bowed and smiled at them, and then retorted:
"Velly nicee morning, so be."
"You shet up, you yaller galoot!" retorted Mud,
tapping the hilt of his knife in a significant way.
"I reckon we'll fix you afore we leave this shebang, an' don't make no mistake on it! You had
some fun with us yesterday, but we'll have ours
to-day. We've got things all our own way now
an' we're jest goi11' ter clean out this blamed
old ranch an' kill every one in it! We're bad
men, we are, an' we ain't afraid of nothin'.
We're goin' ter burn up ther house an' all ther
buildin's around it, ain't we, boys?"
"That's right," .came the reply from his followers, as they pushed their way to the table
and began eating ·raven·ously, for they were very
hungry after having spent the greater part of
the night in the dark ca..ve in the ravine.
Some of them took care to keep the two Chinamen covered with their guns as they ate. It
was quite evident that they did not intend to
give them the least chance to escape.
"Where is ther missus?" asked Mud, with a
mouth full of bread and meat, as he turned to
the colored woman.
"She done run out of de house an' hide somewhere when she see you folks come," replied
.
Betty, in a trembling tone of voice.
Just how she managed to think of saying this
is hard to tell, for she was very much frightened and excited. But sometimes fright will
brighten the senses of those who are dull, and
probably this was the case with the colored
woman. Hop plcked up a cup o.f coffee and
drank from it, just as though there was nothing
to be the least bit frightened about.
But the f::rct was that the clever Chinaman
wa..s not a little worried just then. He was doing a lot of thinki11g, and just how his plan was
going to tum out he did not know. When he
had fi_nished his coffee, he calm~ lighted a ~ .
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"We gottee gittee um stove on um table, so
and then, looking at his bTOther on the other side
be," said the clever Chinaman in a whisper to .
of•the table, said:
"We allee samee givee um Melican mans lillee Mrs. Dutton. "You gettee my blother and um
more loom, so be. Helpee me move um table blackee woman and puttee lere, while me sta)·
light here and allee samee shootee if um cowlillee bit."
·wing was sharp enough to know what was re- boys tly to git out."
The ranchman's wife understood, and she lost
quired of him. He promptly arose, and, taking
hold of the end of the table, assisted Hop to no time in carrying out the Chinaman's instrucmove it to the other side of the trap door, and tions. Wing and Betty were found outside cowtaking care not to step upon the trap himself. ering beside an outbuilding, and she managed to
The thlng was done so quickly that none of the induce them to assist her with the stove. All
cowboys hardly realized it until the table had three were burned a little in doing it, but they
been moved. But they were ve1·y hungry, and managed to get the stove upon the overturned table. Then it was that Hop breathed a sigh of
they at once made a rush for it.
Crash! The trap door gave way, and three of relief.
"Now, len," said he, "we allee samec makee lem
them pitched down into the cellar. As quick as
a flash Hop seized a plate and struck the one stay !ere lillee while, so be. Me fixee sometling
nearest him and sent him down after them. Then pletty soonee and putty lem all to sleep. Me allee
it was that Wing acted, and acted quickly. The samee velly sm.artee Chinee. Hip hil Hoolay!"
"I only hope yer kin," was the reply.
villain called Leddy was not a ' foot from him,
"Me havee fixee, lat allee."
and 11,fod was right next to him, in the act of
Hop actetr as though it must be done, and h~
pulling his gun. Wing ga:ve Leddy a push with
all his might, and the result was that both cow- certainly meant to see to it that the six villaim
did not get out · to harm them.
boys went through the opening. Crash-bang!
Hop overturned the table 1--ight upon the opening. Then he quickly lighted a firecracker that
was one of the largest of the kind he manufactured, and dropped it through the opening at
Villains Escape from the
one end of the table that was quite large enough CHAPTER IX.-TheCellar.
to admit it. Bang! An explosion rang out that
• fairly jarred the house from cellar to garret.
When Hop fired into the cellar with the shotMrs. Dutton was so frightened at this that she
rushed from the closet, gun in hand. She knew g'UI)., one of the charges of shot ·ipped thl·ough
vexy well that th@ugh the clever Chinaman had the crown of Mud's hat, narrowly missing taktrapped the villainous cowboys, it would not last. ing off a portion of Itls scalp. It had the effect
Thern was an awful racket in the cellar for of making him understand that they were in a
the space of a couple of minutes, and then the bad plight, and also that they had better be
table was sent flying from the opening. Crack! very careful lest they got killed. The cellar wa,;
crack! crack! The villains were shooting upward but a small one, and hardly high enough for a
now, and there was nothing to do but for them to man to stand erect. The villains cl'Ouched re-keep out of the way. The colored woman ran hind the barrels that were there, and it was from
outside, screaming for help at the top of her a pretty safe place that Mud hurled his defiano
voice. Wing quickly followed her, and then grab- and made his threats.
They all heard the rumpus overhead as tha
bing the double-barreled shotgun from the hands
of the ranchman's wife, Hop fired both barrels heavy iron stove was carried to the opening and
into the cellar. This had the effect of quieting the placed upon the table. Though they had hurled
villains for a minute or two, though it was quite the table aside once, Hop had quickly shoved iinto place again, and now there was a weight
evident that the shots had not taken effect.
Mrs. Dutton remained calm enough to get the upon it that would take more than .one man to
box of cartridges that went with the gun, and move. Mud and his companions could hear y,•ha:;
she told Hop to reload and stand ready. This the Chinaman said when he was talking 1:o Mr-,.
the Chinaman did, though he was getting more Dutton. The villainous leader nouded when h~
and more uneasy. What he wanted now was understood that they were to be put to sleep.
"Don't eat or drink a thing they send down
for Young Wild West and his partners to reach
the scene. The cowboys made no attempt to come here, boys," he whispered. "That heathen is a
up from the cella:r, for they were no doubt afraid foxy one. He'll pizen us all, if we ain't mighty
smart."
of the shotgun.
"He showed what he could do in that line yes"Melican galoots stay light lere !" shouted Hop
shrilly. "You showee urn facee and you allee terday,'' Bover spoke up. "Thunder! but who
would have thought that ther slant-eyed fool
,amee gettee shot velly muchee dead, so be."
"'Ve'll fix you, you yaller galoot," answered could have fixed us this way?"
"No one would have thought it," Leddy retort,.
Mud, from the cellar. "Yer might be able ter
keep up here a little while, but when we do git ed. "But it's ther unexpected that always hapout we'll chop yer into mince meat! We're g·oin' pens, that's what my mother used ter say."
"Jest think of somethin' she said what'll show
ter git that money in ther safe, an' don't yer
us a way ter git out of this dark hole," said i.\'Iud.
furgit it."
Hop cast a hasty glance around the room. "You've been putty good at doin' things lately.~
"That's what I'm tryin' ter do now," and LedThere was nothing in it that would help to keep
the table over the opening but the stove. There dy nodded. "But I reckon I've got ter think
,ms a wood fire in this, but it had nearly burned quite a little while. We want ter git out of
here without bein' ki1led or hurt by them above
out by this time.
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us. That's goin' te1· make it putty hard; but is ther only show we've got ter git out of here
without gittin' killed by that shotgun. It won't
;.<,~'ll do it, see if we don't!"
,. They remained pretty still for about ten min- do ter dig toward ther back of ther house, 'cause
ates and then they heard sounds above that in- that Chinee would find it out right away, an'
dicated that heavy articles were being piled over then a charge of shot would hit ther man what
the opening they had come down through so ~n- happened ter be diggin' at ther time. Jest take
ceremoniously. Mud started to creep from behmd turns, boys, an' we'll come out all right. It's
the pork barrel he had used as a shelter when our only chance."
This was somewhat encouraging, so the vil,
Ile heard the sounds.
"Hold on!'' whispered Leddy. "Don't go ter lains were ready to go ahead and do their work.
exposin' yourself. Let 'em fix it so we can't git Bover could not work, of course. His wound prooot that way, if they wanter. I reckon there's hibited that. For two hours they worked away,
the digging getting 11arder all the time, it seemed.
more ways than one ter skin .a dead cat."
"Do yer think we kin git out any other way?" It happened that the cellar was really nothing
but a square hole nearly under the center of the
asked the leader eagerly.
"l sartinly do. This is mighty soft ground house. It was necessary to dig fifteen feet in
h~re, or there wouldn't never have been a hole the direction Leddy had started in order to get
dug under ther house. There ain't many ranch out. Now and then the villains would pause and
listen, but they always heard something that inliouses as has cellars under 'em, yer know."
··Yes; but what has that got ter do with git- dicated that those above were on the watch.
When it lacked but an hour from noon, they
tin' out?"
. still had about six feet to go, though they
.
"I'll show yer. See this?"
Leddy held up a shovel he had found standing thought they must be nearly out. The dirt had
to be conveyed back into tlle cellar as it was dug
in a corner.
loose, and this took up as much time as the dig"Ahl"
ging did, almost. Thinking that it would be a
l'fod understood now.
·'Yer think we kin dig oursclves out, eh?" he good idea to hold the attention of those in the
kitchen, and keep 'them right near the covered
asked.
~Yes, if we go about it mighty easy. We trap, Leddy went directly under the place where
mustn't let 'em know what we're up to, though. the stove and other heavy articles were piled and
rm mighty afraid of that shotgun, no matter if called out:
"Hello, Mister Heathen!"
it is a Chinee what's handlin' it. It's a blamed
"Whattee wantee, my velly goodee fliend ?" came
sight woi-se than a six-shooter."
"0:f cour"e it is, at short range. Why, if one the reply.
"If you'll let us out we'll go right away, an'
of them shots had been three or four inches
lower I'd be without a head now. It would have not do a thing ter yer."
Hop, who was sitting on a chair ,vith the shotblowed my head right off my shoulders."
Mud shrugged his shoulders as he said this, gun pointed where the villains were likely to
The only light t11at came into the place was appear in case they made a successful attempt
ih.rough the crevices of the kitchen floor and to raise the weight that barred their way to libaround the opening, where the table did not quite erty, winked at Mrs. Dutton and the colored wer
,each. But there was enough for the villains to man, who were close at hand, and then answered:
"You bettee stay light where you are, so be,
,ee each other, and any one who could have seen
tirnir faces just about then might have made an Young Wild West allee samee be here P.letty
interesting study. There was one man there, soonee, and len maybe Jie lettee you outee." It had been a rather tedious wait, but the Chiwho was the real leader just then. This was
naman was 1·ight there all the time. He knew
Leddy, of course.
He was making all the suggestions, and as he that he had the villains so they could do nothing
had been tlie means of saving Mud and Bover unless 'they might dig themselves out. But Mrs.
the night before, he was regarded as something · Dutton assured him that the edges of the celworth the while. Leddy went at work with the lar were not near the outside of the building,
;shovel, digging at a corner of the cellar. He and this made him think that they would not be
started to make a trench toward the front of the able to do it in time.
He knew that they were digging, however, for
house. But when he had worked away for about
ten minutes he found it harder digging than he the sounds of the shovel came to his ears quite
expected. Howe,·er, Leddy was not the one to plainly. Leddy coaxed, but Hop knew he did not
~et discoui·aged. He had made known his plan, mean a word he said. The Chinaman was not
and he was going to carry it out, if it took all going to take any such chances, for he lmew that
it was likely that Wild, or some one would come
day.
·•:r reckon some one had better take a turn at back around noontime. As he was thinking it
over it suddenly occn-ed to him that it would
this." he said, after a while.
"I'll dig a while, but I don't think it will be a good ~Ian t<? ~nd W.ing to find our friends.
amount ter mucn," answered Davis. "It'll take Hop felt like kicking himself for not havin,.,.
"'
till night t.er git out this way, an' by that time thought about this before.
¥.oung Wild West an' ther rest will be back
"Go findee my blother and tellee him me wantee
here~"
light away, so be," he said, in an undertone to
··Don't yer believe it will take as long as that. the ranchman's wife.
The good woman was perfectly willing to do
Besides, Young Wild West won't be back very
soon. They've all gone out ter git ther cattle anything the clever Celestial said, for he certogether, an' ii it don't take 'em till noon ter do tainly had done enouS;rh to make her put the ut~t, '[ don't lrno·,y not!,in' about sich things. This most confidence in him. She fou11d Wing out-
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side, dozing beneath a tree, and she quickly told
him that he was wanted inside. Wing went to
the kitchen rather gingerly. He did not want
to go where a bullet might cut him down, and
he was not going to take any chances. But_ when
he saw that the situation was the same as 1t had
been when he was last there, he walked over to
his brother and said:
''What you wantee, my blother?"
.
"You go gittee you horsee and findee M1sler
Wild velly muchee quickee," was the re~ly.
Wing gave a nod, while his eyes bnghtened
wonderfully.
"You nevee thlink of lat before, so be," he said.
"Lat light· me thlink 'boutee now. You bully
uppee, allee ~amee likee Sammy Hill!"
"Allee light."
Wing went out of the kitchen in a hurry.
Meanwhile the digging was progressing rather
slowly under the house. The villains had stru?k
a big rock and were forced to go around 1t.
But they stuck at it, and just about half-past
twelve the earth caved in and they saw a stream
of daylight flash into the trench. · Cl'ies of joy
came from their lips, for now they knew that
their deliverance was at hand. Leddy was considered a real hero now, and his companions fairly hugged him.
"It's all right, boys," he said modestly.
"I
knowed it could be done."
Then he took the shovel himself, and soon had
an opening large enough to crawl out. He was
the first to emerge, and he did so, holding a revolver in his hand, as he did not know just what
he was going to find when he got out. He breathed a deep sigh of relief when he found the way
was clear, and the next Ininute he arose to a
standing position on the solid ground at the left
of the porch. But his joy was suddenly cut short.
Less than half a mile away he saw a cloud of
dust rapidly approaching the house. Then he
made out the figures of horses and riders.
"Come on, boys!" he exclaimed, in a whisper
thail' was hoarse with excitement and fear.
"Young Wild West an' thEµ" rest of 'em is comin'.
V{e ain't out a minute too soon, I reckon."
The way the five men sci·ambled out through
the opening was a caution. Around the building
they went to the trees, where they had left their
horses. They were still there, and it happened
that neither Hop nor Mrs. Dutton saw them.
Straight for the corral they went, and when
they found that there were cattle in it, Leddy
conceived the idea of letting them out and stampeding them toward their pursuers when they
came. He no sooner spoke of it than his companions shouted their approval.
On rode the villains, and just as they reached
the corral they turned and saw Young Wild West
and his partners coming from the house. They
were followed by five girls, who were Arietta
and the cowgirls, as might be supposed. The
villains had to do their work quickly, and they
knew it. But what they meant to do would
surely be a big surprise to our friends, and
would surely result in giving them a chance to
escape, at the least. If Young Wild West g·ot
trampled underfoot by the maddened herd, so
much the bt-tter. That was the way they figured
lt,
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CHAPTER X.-The Stampede.
Young Wild We;;t and those who had worked
so hard to get the five hundred cattle into the
corral were just ready to ride back to the ranch
vrhen they saw a horseman .coming. By the way
he was riding it would indicate that he was on
an errand of importance, and as he came from
the direction of the ranch, it was not strange
that our hero and his friends should think that
something might be wrong there.
"Come on, everybody," said Wild. "I want to
see who that is coming. We'll ride along to meet
him."
"It's Hop," said the scout. "I wonder what's
up?"
"No, it isn't Hop," Wild retorted, shaking his
head. "It is Wing. I can tell him by the way he
rides. Hop can beat him all to pieces in the
saddle."
Our hero then let his sorrel stallion out and
he was soon leading the rest by a good margin.
When he got near enough to make the approaching Chinaman understand 11im, he called out:
"What's the matter, Wing?"
"You allee samee hully uppee, Misler Wild,"
came the reply. "Um bad cowboys allee samee in
um cellee, and Hop gottee so ley can't gittee
outee."
"What!"
The boy was surprised to hear this. If Wing
had told him that the cowboys had paid a visit
to t11e house and had made trouble, he would not
have thought so much of it. But that Hop had
managed to get them in the cellar and hold them
there, was something that was 1·ather clever.
Wild hardly tho-u ght that Mud and his men would
dare to come to the house in the daylight, but he
had advised Hop to be on the lookout, in case
they did. They had gone there, ,so it pl'oved, and
now they were prisoners in the cellar. The
young deadshot questioned the excited Chinaman
as they rode along, and he soon learned all that
had happened. The rest of the party overtook
them before they got to the house, since Wild
rode slower while conversing with Wing.
Not the ]east idea did any of them have that
the villains were at that very moment making
their escape. If they had only seen them, the
chances are that there would have been a windup to the career of the striking cowboys, who
had turned to be thieves, without much delay.
As they rode up to the house Mrs. Dutton canie
out upon the p01·ch, waving her hands hysterically and shouting with joy. Her husband was
soon at her side, and he quickly succeeded in
soothing her. The girls then took her in charge.
Meanwhile our hel'o and his partners had darted
straight for the kitchen. There sat Hop, the
shotgun in his hands, the same as v: hen he had
sent Wing after our friends.
"Velly nicee day, Misler Wild," he said, bowing and showing just how cool he could be.
"I reckon it is,. Hop," was the reply, as the
dashing young deadshot looked at the stuff that
was piled up in the center of the room. "I hear
you have some fellows in the cellar."
"Lat light. Me allee samee catchee velly'
quickee, so be."
Then he started to tell the story that had
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already been told by Wing on the way back from
the corral. But befoTe he had half finished ArieJ;ta came in and interrupted them.
"Oh, Wild!" she cried. "The villains are not
in the cellar. They have dug theil' way out."
Hop waited :to hear no more. He ran outside
and was around to the front of the house in a
jiffy. It did not take him two seconds to find
where the cowboys had come out.
"Lat ·velly ~chee too bad, so be," he declared, shaking his head. "Me keepee um galoots
lere so long, and len ley havee gittee 'way just.ee
when me havee evelytling allee samee dead to
lights, so be. But ley nO" been gonee velly
mucbee long, me hear um down Jere lillee while
ago."
Wild and his partners had cleared away the
pile of stuff that was over the opening in the
kitchen floor by this time, and soon they were in
the cellar. The light coming in from the mouth
of the trench showed them how the villains had
made their escape. Out they went, and a couple
of minutes later they were upon the backs of·
their horses. Arietta and the four cow g-irls lost
no time in following them. Anna and Eloise decided to remain with MTs. Dutton, who was still
very much excited and nervous over what had
happened.
"It won't take us long to run them down,
boys," said our hero. "I reckon our horses can
keep up a hot pace for a while, even if they have
been doing some pretty hard work this morning."
"Spitfire kin, anyhow," answered the scout.
"If you kin only gain on 'em close enough ter
wing 'em, you'd better do it, Wild."
"vVell, I shan't fire on them unless they start
it," was the retort. "I never shoot at any one
while they are running away, you know."
A way rode the three, Arietta and the cow
girls in close pursuit. Wil« did not know what
to make of it when he saw that the six men had
halted at the corral. But he soon· came to the
conclusion that they meant to let the cattle out
again.
"I reckon them galoots want to make more
trouble for Dutton, boys," he said. "They seem
to have a hobby on the cattle. But they are
simply giving us a chance to get them,
though."
They were riding along close to a steep embankment now. This ran almost to the corral,
and it would have been impossible to reach the
top of it on horseback. On the other side was the
rolling plain, while directly ahead, less than a
mile away, was the corral'\ vVhen they were
about halfway to it out came the cattle. Then
the cracking of pistols sounded, mingled with
hoarse shouts.
The cattle became frightened right away, for
they were in a rather 'nervous condition, any-how, from what they had been put through in the
last twenty-four hours. As our hero saw that
it was a stampede the villains were causing he
turned slightly pale. He looked over his shoulde1· and saw Arietta and the four cow girls riding at a distance of about two hundred feet behind them.
"Look out, girls!" he called out. "The sneaking coyotes have got the cattle coming this way."
Arietta heard and understood. She quickly
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told her companions to come off to the left with
her. But just then one of them was th1·own to
the ground by her horse stepping into a hole.
It was only natural that the others should halt
and rush to her assistance. Meanwhile the cattle were advancing furiously now. The villainous cowboys had succeeded in working them
into a frenzy. Several of the beasts had been
shot in their haunches, and they bellowed with
pain, thus exciting the rest to a pitch of madness.
"Try to turn them, boys!" shouted our hero,
above the noise made by the pounding of hoofs.
."I'll try and get the girls out of the way."
Charlie and Jim nodded, and then they rode
along, yelling and swinging their lariats. But
this had no effect upon the maddened steers. On
they came, their pace seeming to increase at
every bound they made. It does not take a
frightened herd of cattle long to cover half a
mile. They ran fast, and as the herd was now
spread out something in the form of a fan, it
looked as though it would be impossible for all
our friends to escape them. Wild quickly rode
back to where the girls had halted, and jus1:
as he urger! them to mount and flee straight before the stampeding cattle their hor,;es broke
from them and galloped away. It ,vas Sarah
Dutton who had been thrown from her horse,
but she was not much hurt by the fall. Every
second counted now, but Young Wild vVest never
once lost his nerve. He knew there was no chance
to escape the bellowing herd, so he prepared himself for the worst. Crack! He fired and tumbled one of the leaders to the ground. This
caused a slight break, so l1e fired two more
shots.
As each report sounded a steer dropped. He
saw that Charlie and Jim were unable to turn
the stampede, so he made an effort to help them.
But there was no chance.
"I reckon it's got to be a slaughter, or the girls
will go under," he muttered. "Well, I won't
leave them, if I die trying to save them."
He turned for the five girls then and rode like
the wind. The pounding of the cattle's hoofs
sounded almost like thunder. On they came,
snorting and bellowing. The cow girls screamed
as they ran, but Arietta turned and faced the
stampede as Wild came galloping U}J. Then the '
steers began dropping in a heap. Arietta fired
with unerring aim, and Wild, who had reloaded
the chambers of his revolver, kept at it for all
he was worth. He waved his hand for the cow
girls to come that way, and luckily they knew
what he was trying to do. They ran for the
spot where the cattle were piling up, and as ou1
hero dismom1ted and forced his horse to lie down,
they joined him. The herd split and went bv
on either side of them without so much as toucliing them.
"Hun-ah!" cried Arietta, waving her hat. "i\'e
are saved!"
But not until the last of the frightened herd
had passed did the cow girls open their mouths.
Then they cried with delight and almost smothered the brave girl with losses. Wild did not
remain there to give them a chance to thank
him for what he had done. He wanted hte vita.ins who had caused the stampede.
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CHAPTER XL-Conclusion.
When Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart found
they could do nothing to turn the frightened
cattle from their course, it was too late to get
back and help Wild and the girls. They both
turned pale as they saw what seemeed more than
likely to happen. They barely escapbed the right
wing of the herd themselves, as when Wild and
Arietta emptied their revolvers into the center
of the advancing line, the he1·d split. It did not
take the steers Jong to pass, and then, when they
saw Arietta waving he1· hat they felt like doing
a dance right there.
They could not hear the cheer the girls gave,
of course, for the thunder of the many hoofs
downed every other sound. When they saw Wild
come riding swiftly toward them they knew what
he "·as after, and then they rode for the corral as
fast as their horses could go. The six cowboys
who had started the stampede thought sure that
our hero and the girls had been ground to pieces
under the hoofs of the cattle, and they were not
aware of their mistake until they saw Wild and
his partners daf'hing toward them. Then it was
that they started away, frightened more than
they had been since they met Young Wild West
the day before. But they had a slim chance of
escaping now, and they knew it. Charlie and
Jim were scarcely two hundred yards behind
them, and both had their Winchesters. Wild was
riding at a swift pace not far behind them. It
happened that neither of the cowboys had a rifle,
so they were placed at a disadvantage. But, as
the reader knows, it would have made little difference how many rifles they had just then.
Young Wild West wanted them bad, and so did
his partners. Becoming desperate when he saw
that they were being gained upon by the three,
Mud did about the worst thing he could have
·
done.
He tumed in the saddle and began firing at
our three friends. The distance was too much
for a man to shoot accurate with a revolver,
even if he had been at a standstill, and the result was that the bullets went wide of the mark.
But when he heard the hum of one of the bullets, Cheyenne Cha1·lie could no longer restrain
himself. His Winchester flew to his shoulder,
and, taking a quick aim at Mud, he pulled the
trigger. As the report rang out, the leader of
the villainous gang threw up his arms and tumbled headlong from the saddle. The rest were
demoralized now, and though Leddy tried to stop
them, they began firing rapidly, rega1·dless of
taking any aim. Charley fired, and then Dart
quickly followed suit. Two more dTopped. One
of them was Leddy himself, so afteT all the
clever work he had done fol' his companions, he
perished like a dog. Two more shots were fired
by the fleeing villains, and then Charlie brought
the whole three of them down in quick succession. Wild was just as well satisfied. He turned and rode back to join the girls. They had
not left the spot where the pile of dead cattle
Jay. Their horses had gone right on, and no
doubt they were pretty near to the ranch by this
time.
"\\' ell, girls," said our hero, as he rode up and
came to a halt, "I reckon the trouble is over now.
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We won't be bothered by that gang again, that's
sure."
"Did you shoot them, Wild?" Arietta asked.
"No, little girl, I didn't really have the chance
to. Charlie and Jim attended to them, and they
did the job well."
"They must have put up a fight, then."
I
"They did, but it was a weak one, Et.
reckon we could have got the most of them
alive, but Charlie started in on them, so I let
him go. But it's all right, anyhow. We've got
a whole lot to be thankful for. If we had not
managed to split the herd it would have been
all up with us. We did it, and we did it just
right. About thirty of the cattle went down, and
they are in that heap. We did not shoot them
all, of course; half of them were trampled to
death. It is a loss for Boss Dutton, but I reckon
he won't care since his daughters' lives we:re
saved by it."
It was but a short time before Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart came riding up. As he looked
at the heap of dead cattle, the scout shrugged
his shoulders and exclaimed:
"Great gimlets! Yer sartinly piled 'em up,
didn't yer? I reckon them galoots did sorter git
somethin' in ther line of revenge, after· all."
There being but three horses there, it was
necessary for them to walk back. The cow girls
declared that they would not ride, anyhow, as
they had let their ho1·ses get away, when they
should have held fast to them.
But it was only a mile, at the most, and before they had covered the distance they were met
by the ranchman and Hop, who we1·e leading the
runaway steeds behind them.
The frightened herd had disappeared in the
strip of woods that was off to the left of the
house, and not knowing all that had happened,
Dutton was in a state of woTry about them.
But when he heard how near death his daughters had been, and how Wild and Arietta had
saved them, he uttered a shout and waved his
hat.
"I don't care if I never git the1· cattle!" he declared.
They soon reached the house.
In spite of the loss the Tanchman had met
with, there was a feeling of cheerfulness all
·
around.
"I'll report this when I git over ter Bull Creek,
an' then the sheriff kin fix it up," said Dutton.
"Yes, and we'll help you round up your cattle
again, and then go on about our business," observed ouT hero.
"What is your business, anyhow, Wild?" asked
the ranchman.
"Oh! simply riding about the country in search
of excitement and adventure," was the reply.
"Well, I sorter reckon that yer got what yer
wanted when yer struck my place yisterday. How
about it?"
"It is all right, Boss Dutton. We are all per-fectly satisfied, I reckon."
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST'S HOTTEST TRAIL; OR, THE GOLD
CACHE OF THE DESERT."•
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CURRENT NEWS
BEAR UNWILLIN~ r.ID r:~
SO FAT HE C.A.."!\J'T SEE MOVIES
John H. Burr of Burrville, Conn., one of the
A big bear, angered at the m ;;tor ca1· wl1i c:h
heaviest men in this region, has been fot'ced to was coming in his direction on a clifl'-Y.ralled road
give up attendance at the movies because the near Austin, Pa., the other night, rose on his
seats in the Winste(:l Opera House are too small hind legs and, growling his defiance to the manfor him and he doesn't care to stand. On the made contraption which sought to shunt him from
occasion of his last visit to the Opera House Mr. the road, refused to budge an inch. The car,
Burr got wedged in a seat so securely that it was driven my Barney Baker, who had as passenger:,
only by dint of great effort that he released him- his wife and four other women, collided with the
self.
big bear, and the force of the blow threw him into
the air, alighting on the fiood of the car.
STAGGERING CHICKENS
Bruin, despite his position, was unafraid and,
The Miles Dague's chickens staggered when
taxed to keep his position, tried desperalthough
they
when
flopped
strutted,
have
should
they
into the car. His insecure foothold,
get
to
ately
ordithey
when
giggled
and
flown,
should have
more than he could overcome.
was
howeve1·
who
neighbors,
by
made
narily cackle are claims
his defiance at the passnapping
and
Growling
also detected the smell of alcohol.
hood for nearly
When Federal officers, upon solicitation of sengers in the car, he rode on the
. neighbors, visited Dague's place, Columbus, 0., 1000 yards.
After the car had passed out pf the defile, the
they found a still and some mash.
"That isn't for making whisky," said Dague. bear's weight caused the car to tip to one side.
·"I've found that my hens will lay two or more SeE'ing his chance to get rid of hi;; unwelcome
eggs a day when I feed them that kind of mash." visitor, Baker ran his car to the side of the Toad
The Federal officials, however, decided that Dague and, quickly stepping on the accelnator, jumped
should account in the Federal Court for the sit- the car ahead quickly, dumping the big animal
over an embankment.
uation.
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Six Silver Stars
-ORTHE BOY TREASURE HUNTERS OF
YUCATAN
By DICK ELLISON
CHAPTER XX.-(Continued.)
"And what became of him?" asked Al.
"\:Vhy, one day he yanished," replied the Colonel. "I never heard of him afterward, so that
goes to prove your claim not an impossible one.
The ligh.t is getting pretty near now."
They continued to watch it until at last it had
grown bright enough to show them a small canoe
paddled by a naked Indian.
The Colonel now flashed his own light upon
themselves.
"Holler Bo, Al," suggested Oliver.
"I wouldn't," said the Colonel. "If the name is
a sacred one with these people, it may not be
wise to make too :free with it. He must see us.
Let us wait for him to make the first advance."
They did not have to wait long for the canoeist, having come within hailing distance, shipped
his paddle and shouted:
"Col. Heffud, thrnw your light on me!"
"By Jove, }]e kr.ows my name all right then,"
cried the Colonel.
"Say, that's his voice! That's the man I talked
with!" Al exclaimed.
"And do you know it sounds surprising like
Sam's voice, too," said the Colonel, as he threw
his light across the water.
And he instantly added:
"By Jove, boys, it is Sam!"
,Their hopes rose high.
The Indian .stood up in the canoe and folded
his arms. There were three quetzal feathers
thrust in his long black hair.
"Colonel Heffud, do you know me?" he called.
"That I do, Sam!" cried the Colonel. "Say,
can't you help us out of this fix?"
"You seek Miss Mona?"
"We do, indeed! Is she alive and well?"
"Both. Let me ask the boy who possesses the
six silver stars. Have you kept your promise?"
"I have!" cried Al.
"Colonel, I cannot trust him," continued the
Indian. "Does he speak the- trut-h,,'l"
"He does. He has revealed nothing."
"And yet he has not obeyed orders. He sought
lo cross the lake before he was summoned."
"That was solely on Mona's account."
"I understand. Now listen. I dare not take
you tJff the rock yet. You are very fortunate to
have got upon it, for the intention was that you
should lose your way in the darkness and drown.
Be patient and wait. It will be several hours.
Then you will be taken to where Mona is and
I promise you that if it lies in my power, you
shall all get safely out of this."
"According to your promise I" cried Al.
"According to my promise, young man. If the
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great god Bo favors me, the treasure goes with
you, but bear in mind I never told you that you
should possess it all. You get your share, Colonel
Heffud, who I summoned here, gets his share. I
get mine."
"Then you propose to go with, Sam?" demanded the Colonel.
"I do."
"And to desert your people?"
"Forever."
"You are king or chief among them?"
"I am chief and high priest among them."
"You say you summoned me, Sam. \Vhat do
you mean?"
"Who guidetl you to Bacab-itza? Who suggested the trip?"
"Why, it was a Spanish-speaking Indian named
Pecho who is with my party now."
"I sent him to you. He told you.. he was a
Maya from Yucatan. In a way, that is t11Je, for
he ):ias li\red in Yucatan and we are all Mayas,
but"he is also what you would call a Lacandone."
"I suspected it from his familial·ity with the
country. \Yhy did you carry off my daughter,
Sam?"
"Because it was necessary in order to get the
treasure of the temple which is the real Bacabitza."
"I fail to see what Mona has to do with it."
"I can't explain, Colonel. But now about my
proposition. You agree to it?"
"About dividing the treasure?"
"Yes."
"Certainly. It is only fair. I feel well satisfied that we never could get any of the treasure
without your help."
"Without my protection, Colonel Heffud, you
would have been shot long ago."
"I can well believe it. All right, $am. I play
fair. Be it so. Only let me get safe out of here
with Mona and anything you say goes."
"But one thing you must bear in mind," contirl1.1ed the Indian; "that man who tried to murder
these two boys gets nothing. 'He is a fraud."
"We all agree on that point!" cried Al.
"Let him try any of his tricks again and his
life shall be the penalty," said Sam, and he then
told Al that if he would swim out to the canoe he
would give him a few provisions."
Al plunged in and swam to the canoe, Sam
handing him a bundle enclosed in the skin of
some animal.
"You may tell all now," he said, "for if my
plans work out, your companions will soon see all
you saw and more."
"And suppose they don't work," demanded Al.
"Suppose you never come after us, what can we
do?"
"Nothing but starve or drown," replied Sam,
"but that state of affairs can only come about
through my death."
And having said this, Sam turned his canoe
and paddled away into the darkness, the torch
at the bow casting a yellow flickering light over
the water.
Al . swam back to the rock and upon opening
the bundle found fried chicken and bananas with
a drinking cup which was an invitation for them
to help themselves to the lake water.
(To be continued.),_
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FROM ALL POINTS
SMALL WIRE. \JESS OUTFITS
Fifteen hundred smi, 1.1 wireless outfits have
been installed in Paris jewelry, watch and clock
sto1·es to enable the jewelers to catch the correct
Greenwich Meridian time as it is sent daily at 10
o'clock by the Eiffel Tower. Fo1merly the exact
time had to be obtained from the observatory by
telephone.
The installation is simplicity itself. The outfit
about nine inches in diameter, is hung on a nail
in the wall. A copper wire run down to the cellar
or along a water or gaspipe serves as a "ground
wire," while the removal of the bulb from a nearby electric light and the insertion of a contact
plug takes the place of .antennae. It can be done
in five minutes.
The outfit can be regulated to hear everything
that is sent out from the Eiffel Tower. The correspondent listened in when the p1·ess matter was
being sent out one day and the signals were clear
and easily heard.
COMPRESSED AIR IN QUARRIES
Compressed air is being used, near Atlanta,
Ga., in quarrying granite, and it has been found
to have advantages over the more usual method
when the granite rock is devoid of "joints," says
Popular Mechanics Magazine. Two 3-inch holes
are drilled, a shod distance" apart, and perpendicularly to the rock, to a depth of 8 feet. After
removing the drills, a spoonful of black blasting powder is dropped to the bottom of each hole,
tamped with clay, and the holes wired so that
they can be electrically fired. The effect of the
explosion is to start cracks in the rocks at right
angles to the holes. This operation is repeated
a number of times, until it is certain that the
cracks radiate from the bottom of the holes to a
distance of about 75 feet. Into each hole, to
slightly over half its depth, there is then inserted a 1-inch pipe, and the space surrounding
the pipes in the holes is filled with sand, tamped
so as to seal it against air pressure. Connections are then made between the upper ends of
the pipes and the .quarry air compressor, which
continues to pump air, at 100-pound pressure,
into the holes until the block of rock above the
cleavage already formed is torn from the surrounding rock.
TRAGEDY OF AN AVALANCHE
An American officer tells a moving story of
sudden and swift destruction in our N o!'thwest. It
happened on a February day, when a warm sun
and a Chinook wind from the Pacific was melting
the snow. All along the trail, as the officer and
his party wound up the mountainside, great
masses of snow seemed to overhang them, and
more than once the officer noticed how anxious
the grizzly-haired old guide seemed to be. Only
a narrow path had been cleared through the
snow, and the twenty mules followed one another
in sin:ile file.
Halfway up they came to four cabfos o~cupied
by miners. Three brawny men in red shiits

stood at the door of one of the cabins talking as
the party :filed past. Salutes were exchanged, but
the officer's pa1·ty had no occ.asion to halt.
They had gone about three hundred feet and
were about to make a turn in the trail, when the
leader halted to look back. The line of mules was
strung out for a quarter of a mile, and on foot
among them were five packers, all half-breeds.
Th_e officer heard no signal of danger, no cry
of alarm. With the swiftness of thought the
snow, five hundred feet up the mountain, began
to move. The width of the avalanche was about
half a mile, and it moved very rapidly. There
were thousands of tons of snow, hundreds of
trees, hundreds of great boulders.
In a few moments it was alt over, and a cloud
of what seemed smoke hung over the spot. It
drove off down the mountain after two or three
minutes, and the officer looked for his pack train.
Not a man nor a mule had escaped. He looked
for the cabins, and they, too, had disappeared.
Indeed, the very trail had been swept down into
the valley a mile below, and almost across it.
For a space of half a mile wide there was neither
tree nor shrub-not a yard of earth. The avalanche had ground its way down to the rocks.
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An Adventure With A Ghost
By

HORACE

APPLETON

When I was a lad of seventeen I was an ofd
, p 1 d l h'
fice b oy for Pinkerton s hi a e P ia agency, an
was wild, of cou1·se, to be sent out on a case.
Every time the captain got a new job 1 would
slide up to him and say:
"Cap'n, you'd better let me go out on that."
He would answer with a quizzical grin:
"Not this time, Harry. Wait till the next
·
•
case."
Along in December of that yea1· there was a
great rush of business at our office.
We had fifteen detectives, all old experienced
hands, and they were upon the jump night and
day.
We could not handle the business that was coming in, and the captain was wishing that we ·had
some more men. I remember as well as can be,
sitting in my chah- by the door and the captain
calling out in fun from his private office:
"I guess we'll let you take the next case,
Harry."
Hardly had he said the words when the door
opened and a raw old countryman entered.
He proved to be Joe Baylis, a Montgomery
county justice of the peace, and he wanted the
captain to send a man down with him to attend
to a ghost whc, was cutting didos at Fort Washington·. The captain told him he would send a
man as soon as he had- one at his disposal.
The old fellow left, and I jumped to my feet.
"Captain," I said, "send me on the case."
The captain leaned back in his chair, and looked
at me hard.
"See here, Harry," he said, "suppose I were to
send you, what would you do?"
I outlined a very elaborate campaign against
the ghost.
He let me 'finish, and then said.
"You'd make a confounded ass of yourself now,
wouldn't you? You'd make us the laughing-stock
of the town. Now, listen. In the first place, always bear in mind there's no such thing as a
ghost. If I send you to Fort Washington, go
there with that idea in your head-there is no
such thing as a ghost. If you see the ghost and
get near enough, jump for it. Don't be afraid. It
won't hurt you; just jump for it. It will turn
out to be a human being-no doubt of that. Now,
I'll let you go and try yo1u- hand. If you see
the ghost and think you can't handle it, lie low
and follow it and see who it is."
The captain gave me money, and away I went.
I felt pretty brave, for it was broad daylight
then, but there were times when I wished myself
out of the thing.
I got to Fort Washington about three o'clock
and inquired the way to the haunted house from
the station agent.
1 found it on a hill half a miles from the town,
and looked it over with interest and apprehension.
It was an old, w:hite, frame mansion, standing
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in park-like grounds with pleniy of out-house-,
about it. Some countryman whom I met told methat the ghost was in the habit of standing on
top of the broad stone wall that skirted the roadway.
There was an outhouse so ,:ituated that anyone
concealed in it could overlook the whole stretch
of wall from end to end, and I made up my nril'!d
that this was the place for me to get into before
the ghost made its appearance. Then I wen:
back to the hotel, took my supper and chatred
with the waiters and a few loungers abo;ut t:.e
.
ghoSt ·
I learned that 1t _first ap11er.red about three
weeks befo1·e my arrival.
A man named McTanish, an ignorant farmhand, was th e firS t person to encounter it.
He was coming to the town one night from the
grist-mill with a sack of meal on Ms back, and
paused for a moment in front of the old house tc
set the bag down on a stump and rest his shoulder. He heard a noise behind bin1, and, tu1·ni.'lg
round, saw standing on the ,vall a figure he afterward said was thirteen fee t high at least. Htc •
did not stop to observe the :figure very carefully,
;~~~~h, but ran as ha1·d as he knew how down the
Next day a ·party of men saw the ghost, and
they also ran.
They said the ghost made after them breathing fire and brimstone, and acting in a peculiarly
,
weird and unholy manner.
After that the house was avoided at night, but
several strong parties of men, includbg the seleermen of the town, saw the ghost from a respectf\11
distance.
It approached them in each c~se, and 1·n e" c"r
- case they took to their heels. "
About dusk I stole do,,"JI to the deserted hou~c,
""'
and it . was dark when I got there.
I slid along the wall to the outhouse, crep:
cautiously in and shut the door again.
Hardly had I shut the door when I knew tha~
there was some other pe1·son in that outhouse.
I felt sure there was somebody dose to mY
·
elbow.
I was trembling like a leaf, bu t, I managed ·o
pull a match froni' my pocket an d strike it. I
held it up. It showed me a big white mu:fflec
figure not two feet away. Then the match went
out.
Was I scared?
Well, now, I should say so!
There are some people who laugh at the ide~
of a man's hair standing on end.
They say it is a phisical impocsibility, bu: I
know better.
I could feel ·my hair rise right up and lift my
hat, and my flesh crept.
But I had no time to think.
I jumped.
I had to jump.
I shut my eyes and grabbed for the gho:;t.
I was so frightened I seemed to lose conscim.ik'ness for a moment, but grabbed something and
held on.
When the 'first shock passed I felt the ghoa-1
tugging and pulling to get away from me.
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It seemed as badly frightened as I was, and
its hands were soft and warm.
"Don't hurt me," it said, in a terrified voice.
I had no voice to reply with.
I waa choking, but I pulled my captive out on
tl:w lawn, and looked at it in the moonlight.
The s11eet that had been muffled about the
figure fell to the ground-a pretty girl of fifteen
was disclosed.
I was in a cold perspiration and shaking as if
recovering from a shock of electricity, but when
I saw that I had caught a real genuine flesh-andblood girl, and no ghost, I began to feel better,
and presently was able to talk.
"'h'ho are you?" I asked.
"Jennie Baylis."
"What! The daughter of Joe Baylis?"
"Yes, sir."
"What are you doing this for?"
The girl began to cry.
She said she had not meant any harm.
She and her sister had played ghost just to
have some fun.
Her sister was usually with her, but did not
come this night, as she was too busy.
She had heard from her father that a detective
was coming to catch the ghost, but thought he
was not due for a day or two, and resolved to
make one last appearance, and then give up the
performance till things calmed down.
"\Vho are you?" she asked.
"I'm a detective," I said.
"What are you going to do with me?"
I said she was my prisoner, and as such I must
deliver her up to the authorities, and after a
good deal of waiting she suggested that I had
better give her up to her own father, the justice.
I agreed to do that, and, picking up th~ sheet,
I held her arm and tool{ her with me to her
father's house, about a mile distant.
When we got to the fa1·ml1ouse where Jennie
lived it was. half-past nine o'clock.
Everybody was in bed, and the lights were all
out, but I boldly knocked at the door.
A window opened, and a man's voice said:
"\\'ho's there?"
"The detective."
"You're rather late. Why did you nl}t wait till
to-mo1-rov>'? Better come around anl see me in
the morning."
"I want to see you now. I have the ghost."
At this the window was closed with a bang,
and I hea1·d hurTied steps on the stair.
The door opened, and old Baylis stood• in the
doorway.
He was draped in a very long, old-fashioned
white gown, and wore a tall, steeple-shaped
night-cap.
One hanµ held up a tin candle-stick, and the
other shaded the light.
He looked at me in astonishment, and when he
saw his daughter and the sh~t I thought he was
going into convulsions.
"You, Jennie?" he asked at length.
"Yes, father," said Jennie, very humbly.
Old Baylis sighed and said "Come in."
He sent for the neighbors immediately.
I don't know what was said at their meeting,
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for I was not admitted to it, but old Baylis gave
me a letter to the captain and packed me off on
the midnight train.
Next morning I reached the office early, and
found all the men pl'esent, waiting for the captain to detail them.
The men gl'inned at me, and pas~ed the time
of day pleasantly enough.
They all knew where I had been, and anticipated a wonderful tale of disaster and defeat,
which they we1·e ready to laugh at, although I
was a favorite with them, having done many a
piece of extra work for every man the1·e.
"I thought I sent you to Fort Washington,
Harry?" said the captain.
"Yes sir."
"Made an ass of yourself, I suppose?"
"There's a letter, sir."
While the captain read the letter the men
guyed me plentifully.
"This is a very nice letter, Harry," said the
captain. "Boys, the youngster captured the
ghost."
"Did he?" said the men.
"Yes, sir, he did. The boy is a credit to us,"
and then the captain read the letter of the selectmen out loud.
At every sentence I grew a foot.
"Well, how did you do it?" several inquired.
I told the story, and you may be sure I did not
refrain from giving myself plenty of credit.
]\Iy tale was very highly colored.
When it was concluded, Long Jim Langdon
drawled out:
Was you
"Harry, tell the honest truth.
frightened when that match went out?"
"No, of course not !" said I.
But I was frightened two years later, when I
asked the ghost to marry me, and thought she
was going to say no. How.e ver, she didn't.

..
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MOTHER DINOSAUR
Hope that they may obtain for the museum of
the Eastern Washington Historical Society,
Spokane, Wash., an almost perfect specimen of a
dinosaur skeleton is expressed by officials of the
society here, following the offer by Col. D. CTocT{ett of Corvallis, Mont., of a huge skeleton which
he discovered recently north of that town.
The skeleton, which was found on a hillside
neal' tlie Canadian border with a portion of the
immense head and forelegs protruding, is declared to be in a perfect state of preservation.
Col. Crockett estimated that it would be more
than 100 feet in length upon excavation. There
appear to be several smaller skeletons in the vicinity; he stated.
E. A. Lindsley, member of the Board of Directors of the museum, has replied that arrangements will be made at -once for investigating the
find, with a view to its later excavation. The
museum is making plans at present for the excavation of a dinosaur skeleton recently discovered
five miles south of Lewiston, Ida., by Patrick Gibbons, a geologi~t.
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deck has no relation to the unpleasant product
of the uppe1· part of the great river.
About April 10 the Nile begins its annual .rise.
NEW YORK, JANUARY 6, 1922.
A month later the effect is felt at Khartum. ')\:
most curious phenomenon accompanies this in•
crease in the appearance of "green water."
TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
from
came
color
the
that
thought
be
to
used
It
Cenh
.o,
llngle Coph,o . ... .. ... . ..•. . l'ootaa-e l'ree.,,,
the swamps of the Upper Nile, lying isolated and
.00 Cent•
•• • • • •
._
One Co_py 'l'hree .l\lonthe. ~.
'' ••• • ,1.76
stagnant under the burning tropical sun, and polOue t:opy Six ltontha... •. .
S,50
••
One Copy One Ye...-.......
luting the waters with decaying vegetable matHOW TO SEl'iD ~CONEY-At our risk eend P. o.
ter. With the spring rise this fetid water was
i\.l oney Order, Cbcck 01· Hegistered Letter; remlttancea In
supposed to be swept into the streams to make
auy otber wuy ue w.t your risk. We accept Posta&'e
its appearance in Egypt.
b.1~mps tbe same as cusb. When sendln1t silver wrap tbe
This theory was abandoned some time ago.
Corn in a sepante IJle<:e or paper to a·roid cutt1n¥ the
envelope. Write your name and address plaialJ. "-d·
The g1·een water is caused by the presence of inu reoa letters to
numerable numbers of misroscopic algre, offensive to the taste and smell. They have their
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher
origin way up in the tributaries, and are carried
166 West 23d St., New York
to the Nile, where under the hot sun and in the
clear water they increase with amazing rapidity,
fo1ming columns from two hundred and fifty
miles to five hundred miles Jong.
The weeds go on growing and dying and de-,
NEW COUNTERFEIT 20 DOLLAR BILL
Have you a twenty dollar bill stowed away in caying until the turpid flood waters put them to
your pocketbook? Better look at it and see if it an end, for they cannot exist save in clear water.
is counterfeit, or better still, you'd better ex.:'
amine the next twenty you are tendered so you
won't get a spurious note.
The banks have posted a warning under the
caption "Very Dangerous" describing the counterHe--So you refuse me? She-Well, 1·ather;
feit. It is said to be difficult of detection except
on close scrutiny. The circular says it is a New what do you take me for? He--Oh, about thirYork Federal Reserve note of the series A 176, ty-five; better think it over.
with "292 BACK under 'twenty dollars,' under
Doctor-What makes you think the boy isn't
Jetter 'D'."
President Cleveland's picture is on the tint. In normal? Mother-Everyt hing. He was sixteen
the counterfeit the coat is a deep black, while in years old last June, and yet he doesn't think he
the genuine distinct lines are noticeable in the knows more than his father.
garment.
The Woman-My husband is forty to-day.
You'd never believe that the1·e is actually ten
HE EATS 'EM ALIVE
years difference in our ages. The Man-Why,
When conversation drifted to the subject of no, indeed. I'm sure you look every bit as young
animals that eat flies, Abraham Bashum, of as he does.
Jeannette, Pa., volunteered that he "could eat
flies all right." He would prove it upon a small
Simpkins was always soft-hearted. This is
bet, with the understanding that he was to be. what he wrote: "Dear Mrs. Jones-Your huspaid 5 cents for each fly swallowed.
band cannot come home to-day because his bath"You're on," chorused the doubters, and the ing suit was washed away. P. S.-Poor Joes was
hunt for flies began.
the suit."
Within a few minutes every man in the pool inside
Bashum.
upon
urged
had
he
which
fly
a
room had
Countess-This book says that in India
"That's one," rem::trked the gastronomic won- it The
custom to bury the living wife with her
the
is
into
one
blue-backed
der as he thrust a fluttering
Isn't it terrible? The Duke--Inh~band.
dead
It
please."
his mouth and gulped. "A nickel,
deed it is! The poor husband! Even death
was paid and another captive was pressed into brings
him no release.
his hand.
-----Another gulp and another nickel. This con"Mrs. Irons, if that infernal cat of yours keeps
tinued till Bashum had swallowed eight flies. But
night I'll shoot him."
the ninth wound up the show. It stuck in Abe's me awake as he did last
a bit if you did, Colonel
throat. He swallowed hard and manfully, but "I wouldn't blameit yotj
wasn't the cat; one of my
the obstinate insect refused to budge. It was de- Stormley. Only
~ided that Bashum had won his wager, however, boarders is learning to play the 'oboe.' "
and he left to get a mouthful of something to
Wife-Did you post that letter I gave you?
force the ninth one down his gullet.
Hubby-Yes, dear. I carried it in my hands so
I could not forget it, and I dropped it in the first
GREEN WATER
"Green sea" on the ocean and "green water" mailbox. I remember, because-- Wife-There,
dear, that will do. I didn't give you any letter
Jl1 the Nile have two quite different meanings.
The clea1·, unbroken wave that sweeps ove1· the to post_
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS
UNIVERSITY BUG HOUSE
A bug house has been built at Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind., but not the kind generally
referred to when the expression is used. A small
building, 10x12 feet, situated south of th~ Agriculture Experiment Station, will be used by the
university in experimental work with insects. The
building is inclosed with wire screening. Plant
bearing insects are placed in the bug house, where
observation is made of the effects on plants. The
experimental work is in charge of Professor J. A.
Cleveland ,of the entomology department.
BLINDED WILD GEESE LAND.
Feasting on wild geese was common at Berkeley Springs, W. Va., for once. A flock, while flying over town, was attracted by the lights ond
several of the more curious came down. One
fifteen-pounder landed in front of the postoffice
and was captured by Harry Newell. Another
dropped near the court house and was taken home
by Stanley Ziler after a chase. Dr. S. Cook experienced little trouble in trapping one of the
birds as it came down to roost on his front porch.
Bayard Brunk captured a fourth goose near the
United Brethren Church.
JAIL "COMEBACKS" WORK
Reno's new chain gang, composed of "comebacks" at the City Jail, has started functioning.
Al Pfeffer, as special officer, is in charge of
, the gang and his answer to. predictions that he
cannot get the men to work 1s a system whereby
a certain amount of work is allotted in a certain time, the men to be allowed to loaf if they
finish inside the limit.
The. result is that the men speed up their assault on weeds and debris in back streets and alleys, and then sit in the shade, roll cigarettes and
discuss economic conditions.
Also. they get three squares a day instead of
the two served to inmates of City Jail who do
not woi-k.
The gang will be maintained until the streets
and alleys are cleaned up at least, and Chief of
Police Kirkley proposes to find other "work for
idle hands to do."
MAINE STRONG MAN
Vouched for by reputable citizens in Aroostook County is the story of the Merrill Plantation
giant, whose strength is phenomenal. Abraham
Lincoln Hardy-his name is strong enough to
accompi"is11 wonders-is fifty-five years old, stands
6 feet and weighs 170 pounds. He is married
and has 'fifteen children.
This winter Hardy has been having repairs
made on his home here, and had a mason from
Houlton doing some plastering. This week a sled
with several barrels of sand was able to reach
within ten feet of the door.

T_he mason nearly fainted and fell over when
Hardy offered to carry in the barrels. Said the
mason: "If you can carry one of these bal'rels,
which weighs 500 pounds, as far as that door, I'll
do your plastering for nothing." He did.
Hardy promptly kept his · word, and so did the
Houlton mason.
.Asked how he did it, Hardy replied: "Aroostook is famous for its potatoes, out it is also the
place to develop real men."

CLEARED OUT WOLVES' DEN
Governmen,t hunters in Montana seeking predatory animals have cleared Wolf's Den, a stronghold of the woli- near Highwood, so thoroughly
that cattle and calves now graze unmolested
where a year or so ago wolves were seen by every
stoe~man every time the spot was passed, according to a reI?ort from the field to the Biological Survey, Uruted States Department of Agriculture.
A trip over the divide near Highwood was
made recently by a predatory animal inspector
who reports that the country has been cleared so
effectually of the pests that cattle were found
high up in the mountains where they had never
been able to go unmolested before.
A thicket of small fir; for years known as the ·
harboring place fo1· wolves, was occupied by cattle at the time the inspection was made. Officials of the stock association reported that they
had never before ridden near the thicket without
seeing wolves or their tracks, and up to a few
months ago cattle approachh1g the place were
doomed.
KILLED BY FUMES IN CLOSED GARAGE
Harry Bissell, expert accountant for the Baker
Printing Company of Newark, was suffocated by
carbon monoxide gas the other day while running
the engine of his automobile in a garage near hii;
home at 76 Hollywood avenue, East Orange. He
was found dead three hours after he was seen
entei-ing the garage.
According to Dr. Willian M. Brien, assistant
county physician, Bissell's death could have been
avoided had he opened the window of the garage
a few inches. He went to the small building, at
63 Hollywood avenue, at 6.30 o'clock in the morning. The automobile engine was heard a little
while af(erward, but in about half an hom· it
stopped. At 9.30 o'clock H. M. Thompson, a
neighbor, who stores his ca1· in the same garage.
entered the place and found the body. Bissell
apparently had started the engine and throttled
it down and then attempted to remove a shoe
from a rear wheel. His body was lying so that
his face was directly uude1· the exhaust pipe,
through which the poisonous fumes were ejected .
Lack of oxygen stalled the engine, it was be·
Hcvcd.
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THE ·NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES
M. G. Mathews owns a wolfhound that has
already killed a dozen wolves and another practised killer dog has slashed ten coyotes. The
coyotes inhabit the foothills of the Wenatchee
Mount ains and the rough lava beds along the
Columbia. In dead of night they sneak out and
invade the farms, killing any small animal or
fowl they can overpower. Wolves rarely attack
near the farm house but take their toll on the
ranges.
Game wal'dens will superintend the coyote
drive here in order to keep a l'ecord for the Government of the number of animals sighted, killed
and other information.
WORKS YEARS FOR CHURCH
This is the land of big i-anches, the- DrumJacob, in. Biblical days, labored seven years for heller farm containing 45,000 acres, the Shaw
place 32,000 acres, and many from ten to twenty
the hand of Rachel.
George Barrett, a bank clerk in Colusa, Cal., thousand acres.
is just completing twenty years of toil in building
an Episcopal church for his community.
He obtained the lot from a local philanthrop- DAIRY GIRLS WEAR MASCULINE ATTIRE
ist, .i:ollected funds almost single handed, drew
A Ja1·ge dairy near Seattle, Wash., whose milch
the plans, prepared the specifications, obtained
the est-.lmates and worked as a laborer on the cows and other live stocks have been winning
capital prizes in the Nol'thwest for years, has
building it1 his spal'e moments.
"You can send along a l'ector before long, made a sensational departure in dairying.
Pretty girls, wearing white duck trousers, are
now," Barrett jubilantly told the official of the
Episcopal Church the other day in his _v isit here. employed to adjust the automatic milking machines, clean and oil the cow's udders and to supervise the feeding and watering of the high225 TONS OF SLEET TO ACRE
.J
priced bovines.
W.hen questioned as to the difficulty of obtainProfesso1· Charles P. Brooks of the meteorological department of Clark University made pub- ing girls for such work the manager declal'ed he
lic Dec. 14, data regarding the recent sleet storm. had received more applications for the jobs than
The precipitation of rain and sleet was 3.77 inches he was apt to need for a year.
during the three days, he said, representing a
The milk maids are well paid, get good meals
weight of 225 tons. an acre on the ground.
at the dairy house, have much time for recl'eaOne pine tree which he measured canied a tion and personal work, do not have dirty 0l' disweight of five tons of ice on on~ side. A single agreeable work at the barns and al'e said to acblade of grass fifteen inches long covered with tually come to love the sleek, mild-mannered
ice weighed a pound and six ounces. He also animals they groom.
figured that every 100 feet of telegraph and telMilking is done at 7 o'clock in the morning and
ephone wire weighed eighty-seven pounds with 6 at evening, about two houl's being l'equired each
its one and two-thirds inches coating of ice.
period. After that the milkers work an hour or
These figures were considered of interest be- so cleaning and sterjlizing apparatus. And soiled
cause of the miles of wire and the thousands of clothing is immediately, sent to the dairy laundry.
trees and poles that went down under the ice
Regular stable men keep the cow bal'ns as
burden,
clean a s many kitchens and handle all heavy
work1 The maids simply attend to the milking
its adjuncts.
and
THE
AGAINST
FARMERS PLAN A DRIVE
The idea developed because ,it was impossible
COYOTES
for the laborious part of dairying
Several hundred farmel'S are making a con- to keep men them
to shave, bathe, change clothi-equire
and
wolfhounds
dozen
several
which
in
certed drive,
milking time arrived.
when
shoes
and
ing
will be tried.
much interest in dolling
take
girls
milk
The
breed
wolf
Nowhere in the Northwest bas the
the utdeveloped such killers as on the big ranches up the prize cows and urging them tomeasure.
around Soap Lake, Wash. The toll by wolves most in producing l'ich milk in large
and
and coyotes of lambs, cal'ltes and pigs runs up into It is said cows respond quickly to kindness
good treatment by an increasing flow. Good
thousands annually.
But in the trained wolfhound, fearless, fleet and grooming is essential a s good food.
Certified milk, butter, eggs, fruit and produce
vicious, the doom of th~ coyotes has been sealed.
These courageous dogs can outrun the fleetest from this dairy bring top prices in Puget Sound
prairie wolf and lay its flank or throat open with cities. Th<' big hotels, restaurants and dining
cars cany its products.
a single slash of the long deadly muzzle.

NATIONS HAS SMALLEST
GOLD COIN
What is believed to be the smallest modern
gold coin in the world has just been minted at
Geneva. It represents the gold franc on which
the budget 0£ the League of Nations is to be
calculated.
It is octagonal in form, and on one side lone
engraved the initials "S. D. N ." (Societe des
Nations.) Its weight is .03225805 of a gramme,
and it is valued at about two cents American
money. It is estimated that it would require 13,200 of such coins to make a pound avoidupois.
LEAGUE
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MILE-AMINUTE Car
When a higi1
school boy can
- take a few parts
· of a demolished
· motor-cycle and
· in a short time
· construct a real
automobile that
will tr:ivel 60
miles an hour,
and run from 30
· to 40 miles on a
gallon of gasoline, it looks as
though De Palma,
Tommy
Milton,
· Resta and all the
· other speed kings
will be back num·bers when some
· of the youngsters
grow up.
Harry
Habig
of Cincinnati is a
yow1g fellow who
' spent his spare
.time in working
over the parts of
a motocycle, and
his product, the
"Habig Special,"
is a wonder of
mechanical skill.
He doesn't need
to worry about
freezing up in the
winter, for the
_engine is air cooled. The machine
weighs less than
500 pounds, and
it's no trick for
Harry to change
one of his standard
motor cycle
wheels before the
average chauffeur
gets his tools out.
Young Habig certainly
started
something in
town, and the
most desired
graduation, birthday and Christmas present fo~
the current year
is a second-hand
motorcycle.
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Learn Wrestling Secrets
from World, Champions

Farmer Burns and Frank Gotch

Learn· the marvelous holds, breaks blocks, and tricks that will enable you to handle big, strong
men with ease. Here is a wonderful OPP,Ortunity Ion!{ waited for by young men and boys of America.
The renowned FARMER BURNS-::' father of sc1entiii.c wrestling" and the greatest scientific
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picture. The lesson,o teach you how to become a grlllt athlete, and secret knowledge enabling you
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RICH, YOUNOWIDOW; pret;K: and afreotlonate. Would
Suite ELEVEN, 106 l Balnt Clalr, Cleveland,

$1%.

~i

o:I:.Pl'·

IF YOU WANT to me.ke friends, wrlto Betty Lee,
28 East Jlay Street, J aclrsonvll le, Florida.. Pluse
enolos.e stamt>.

Book "Your Future In
SCIENTIFIC
Drafting... Columbia. School of Dra!Unz, Dept. lM~, YOUR LIFE STORY In the stars. Sand birth date and
WasblnJl(on. D. C.
dime for trial reading. Sherman, Rapld City, S. Dalt.
HOROSCOPE-Dime, Psyche. ReJ1> 1n Trouble. Full
MANUSCRIPTS WANTED
Life. Box 5. Elmer, Gardiner, l\fe.
STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, etc., are wanted for oubUcation, Submit MSS. or write Literary Bureau, 615 ASTROLOGY-STARS TELL LIFE'S STORY. Send
Hannibal, Mo.
blrtbdate and dime for trial reading, Eddy. w...toort
St., 83-73, Kanoa.a Clty, Mo.
MISCELLANEOUS
CRYSTAL QAZING--'l'HE CRAZE. SEND a&lf-addreosed
kMBITIOUS WRITERS send today for Free Co!IY,
stamped en-velope for free
. America's lead.Ing magazine for wrlten of Photovlays. Jlox 837, Asbury Park, N. J. lnstructl.ons. T. Zanli,
Etorles, Po.ms, Songs. Instrnctlve, helpfuL Wtlter'a
lgest. 608 Butler DldK,. C!nclnnatl.
SONGWRITERS
PATENTS, Trademark, Copyrlgh t-foremost word free. WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We wilt com•
Long eXJ}Qrlence as pa.tent solicltor. Prompt advice,
pose mualo. aecure co!>Yl'lrht, and prlnt. SUbtnlt
cbarge11 ,ery reasonable. Correspondence ao11clted. Re- t)Oems on any subject. SETON MUSIC COMPANY,
920 S. Hlchlgan Ave., Room 122,. Chicago.
IUlts tJTOCUred. Metzger. Washington. D. C.
BOOl<S, PIC'.rURES, NOVELTIES. LISTS. PHOTOS, WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG-SUbmlt your song•
poems to US. We have best :oroPosition. Bell Btudloa,
ETC.. 10a. W. J. 'DONSEN, 819 SPRING AVE.,
1490 Broadway, Dept. 713, New York.
HANOVER, P ~
WRITE THE WO ROS FOR A SONG. We revise 1M>Oml,
PERSONAL
write musia nnd guarantee to secure publlcatlon. Sub•
MARRIAGE PAPER.
20th year.
JIii' !!sue with mlt voems on nny eublect. Broadway studios. 1650,
derorh>tfons. photos, names and addresses. 2~ een1S. Fitzgerald Jlu!ldlng, Ne,w York.
No other fee. Sent sealed. · Box 2265R, Jlos!Qn. Mass.
MEN-Use the Magic Vn.ouum. J.fa.ssnger for ~trength,
health and atamJn&. FJne nickel-plated instrument
•ent prepaid In pis.in, wraooer tor only $3.00. Adam
J'isher llUg-. Co.. 229, St. Louls. Mo.
81PlCERE LADIES and GENTLEMEN who wish to
marry.
Conflden!;l.111 and ,atl•factlon.
lien: 13.
A:rcade Station. Loo An,reles. CaUf.
GET MARRIED-Best Matrimonial pa-per vnbUah.ed.
Malled FREE.
American Dutrlbutor, S\llte 217,
Blair~vme, Penna.
MARRY-Dlroclory tree. Ladles and Gentlemen write
for booklet. Strictly confldenUaJ. National Agency.
Dept. A .. K&nsas Clt:v. }Jo.
81XTH AND SEVENTH BOOKS OF M06ES. EnJ>t!an
secrets. Black art!, other rat.Jt books. Cataloc f:Ie.e.
Star Book Co.. IR22, Camden N. J.
~

OLD

MONEY

WAJ.~TED - - - $

12 to $500 EJ.A.Cli paid for hundreds of old
;oins dated. befor.e 1805. Keep ALL odd or
old mon.ey. Send 10 cents for New Illus·
;rated Coin Value J3ook, 4 x 6. Get Posted.
l'ou may· h:tve valuable coins.
CJarkll Coin (.'o., A.venue 13, Le :&oJ,, N: Y.

STAMMERING

ST-STU-T-T-TERING and atammeriog cured at home.
Wallet McDonnell, 11
Inatructl,e booklet tree.
Potomac Bank Bl<l• .. Washln,iton. D. c.

TOBACCO HABIT

STOP TOBACCO HABIT. Free Sample Famous Tobacco
Boon. No craving after ftrst few doses. Dr. Eldora,
A-15, St. Josepb, Mo.
TOBACCO or S):mll' Habit cured or no pay. $1 if
Remedy sent on trial.
cured.
Buperba CO., PC.
RnltlmoTP. Md
TOBACCO KILLS MANLY VIGOR--Onlt easily. Clgsrettes, cbeWlng, amoktng, anuft'. conquered or no charie.
SmaU sum, If oat!Btactory. &'toll!'I =v!ng: barmlo,a.
Full treatmellt on trial Porldns Co., IH-A, Hastinp,
Neb,

GREED HAS
K~LLED
STURGEON
FISHING
The huge stugeon that once
inhabited the Columbia and other
Pacific Coast rivers have almost
disappeared. For
many years these
large inoffensive
fish were supposed to be of no
value, and when
caught in salmon
nets or on' hooks
were
destroyetl.
Then it was discovered that the
eggs of the sturgeon were valuable as caviar and
its flesh as food,
and a period of
recldess
fishing
began. In a few
years the most
productive wateri:i .
were
depleted.
The annual catch
for the last few
years of sturgeon
has been but a
few t h o u s a n d
pounds, and this
spring but one
fish has even been
sighted.
There
is
a
great demand for
its eggs and flesh,
a11d prices are
very high. A mature female sturgeon is said to be
worth $160, for
such a 'fish will
yield more than a
million eggs no
larger than a pin
head.
All attempts at
artificial propagation of sturgeon eggs have
failed
in
the
West. The United
States Commission on Fisheries
has recently recommended to
Congress to prohibit all taking of
sturgeon for five
years.·

RODENTS GET
A $30,000 HOME
The su.perrat,
like the superman, is not, as
Nietzsche would
have it, of the
warrior type, but
is a gentleman or
gentlewoman, an
aristocrat at
heart,
although
democratic in his
ways. He is gen- ,
tle and sociable, a
good fellow, as it
were, healthy and
active and bas a11.
aesthetic side, be
ing fond of good
nni'sic.
These are some
of th1,: conclusions
d.l'awn from yea1·s
of
experiments
with the ordinary
rodent by Dr.
Milton H. Greenman, diTector of
the Wistar Institute,
Philadelphia.
To make observations on a more
extensive
scale
and under more
favorable conditions than hei-etofore,
particularly in food research, the institute is building a
$30,000 home for
rats. The building, now in course
of
construction,
will be a onestory wing to the
present building
and will be provided with every
kind of convenience conducive to
rat comfort and
well being. The
results, it is believed, will be of
farreaching benefit to mankind.
Besides an office and laboratory there will be
a well equipped
gymnasium
for

the rats.

BOYS!

BOYS!

~"THROW

BOYS!

YOUR

VOICE ·

lnt-o o trook, under Ute bed OT
anywhe~. Lote 0£ Fun f00llng '-ll_.1'-1_.
the Teacher, Pt)lkeman or
Frteod.s.

THE VEIITRILO,
a liUJe

tnetnnnent, flt.s In the mouth. ot1t
of sight. used w1tb. abQve for .Bird CIUl11, etc. .Anyone can we Si.

NEVER FAILS.

Ah• a 82 PAGE BOOK

which g1ve-s full tn,Muctlo:ns on Ventriloqulmn.
1

Formula for

Sec,icovtitir 1t:rfAv"ywoN0E'"1t •
With U, you can ·•ppare:ntly aee the
bonea la your flngtra, lead.1 to pencil,
"'tc. L,Qta ot fun

with thts outfit.

~

~

All the r.bnn
sent by mall
~or oolf 16c.
VENTBILO COMPANY
Dept, 8461
!lo11tll Nonralk, Co!"n•

LARGEST and OLDEST Mall Order Hotl6e tn Connecticut.

TOBACCO

Or SNUFF HABll'

cured or NO PA\'

No matter whether used in pipe, cigarettes,
cigars, chewed, or used in the form of snuff.
Snperba Tobacco Remedy contains nothing
Injurious, no dOP<', poisons, or habit-formlug drugs. Guaranteed. Sent on trial. It
it cures costs you one dollar. If it fails, or it
you are not perfectly satisfied, costs you
nothing. Write for full remedy today.
SUPERBA 0O~ll>ANY, Jll21, Baltimore, l\ld.

HOW TO MAKE LOVE

(NEW BOOK)Tel\s how to Gel

Acquainted: How to Begin Courtship
How to Court a Bashful Girl; to Woo a
Widow; to win an Heiress; bow to catch
a Rieb Bachelor; bow to manage your
beau tnmakc him propose;bow to make
youdellowor girl love you: what todo
before and after the wedding~ Tclla
other things necessary for I.overs to
know, Sampl-<;opy by mall 10 ""ntl!,
.ROYAL BOOlt CO.. Box 228, Sn. Nonraa. (Joma.

~WRIST WATCH

Handsome, rruaranteed time
1 keeper, given for selling onl:v
40 packs of vegetable seeds a1
10c per large pack. Easily sold
-EARN BIG MONEY OR
PREMIUMS. Get aample lot
todlly. Send no money, WE
TRUST YOU till seeds are sold.

AMERICAN SEED CO.

L!:.!M}t2;;
'

POWERFUL AIR RIFLE f:;r1~.~20~~~1:.·tn~~!~;~ 0
ifqioSt5S'uv•oaO 25N°0nt Ha"N0r.:p;;~~· ~ff::~ --~~er::::~h:!;1;::·.,::!',dlepote ot.
of 11teel. Th a •iock It finely poll&bed walnu\i. Shoota 11tnall game. Power, _ _, ..,..,_
ful, J\Cooraie, durable. You can have thi1 air riffe for dldribu.ilng onlJ 8 ol our fad
1 0

llell4 llo m•n•r, ju,11our """''· C, M. THOMAS, 337 W. Madison St. l0Dt6,

CHICAGO

WILD

WEST

WEEKLY

- - LATEST iSSl.'ES - -

!'63 Youug \Yild West's Triple Honn-Up; or, Arletta
and t!Je Catlle King.
~64 " Catching ··he Claim Crooks; or, The "Bad" Men
of Beauty Spot.
!165 " Put to Torture; or, Arletta and the Apache
Avengers.
!'6G " and the Death Sign; or, The SccrPt ot Forgotten
Ranch.
!IG7 " Young Wilcl West's Nevadn Vengeance; o.,
Arl~ttn and the Burled Gold.
~GS " Cowt,oy Ca miry; or, Saving the Beslcgl'cl Soldiers.
9CO " au<l the Overland Express; or, Arletta and the
'"Gun-fighter."
070 " Playing It Alone; or, A Game for Life or Death.
~71 ·• and tile Dynamite Gang; or, Arletta and the
Roht,,,rs Of Golden Strip.
!172 " Grub Stake; and How It :Made a Fortune.
!17:l " Death Defiance; or, Arletta aud t11e Daultes.
074 " !n Crooked Canyon; or, The Underground Trull
To No Man's Land.
~i5 " nnrl '·MaYerlck :\fike"'; or, Arietta and the
Hound-'["p
''76 " Chasin,:: the Mexicans; or, The "Ilurrah" At
Hot lie:Hl Ilill.
f77 " Aft~r th,• n .. ath Band; or, Sa,·ing Arletta From
the RC'cr,• t Ca vei:;.

978

"

f170

"

!180

"

nn "
f•S"J

"

!'83 "
88-1 "
\l85 "
PS6 "
1'87

"

{188
t-80

"
"

!100

"

folll "
!•02 "

!)03

"

9!l-!

"

9:l:i

"

,,oo "
907 "
998

"

Sa'l"in,:: Ilis rartners; or, A H:u·d Fight With
Redskin~.
Fighting the Cattlemen; or, Arietta's Branding
Mark.
and the Two-Gun Man; or, Clearing Up a
Uiniug Camp.
Prairie Chase; or, Arletta and the Wolf Pack.
Holding tile Hill; or, Tbe l!'ight tor tlle Cave
of Gold.
Cowboy Aveugers; or, Arletta and the Mnstnng
Ropl'rS.
nnd ··Velvet Dill"; or, BaIT!ing the Bandit, Band.
Helpiug tho linnters; or, Arktta and the Grrnr.ly•
ancl the Halt-breed '.l.'ruiler; or, Tl1e White
Flower of the Utcs.
A'ft<>r the Outlaws; or, Arletta's Hard-enrned
Victory.
Prize Claim· or, The Gold or Good-by Guiel,.
Booming n 'To~ n; or, Arietta and the Land
Sharks.
Savlug a Ranch; or, The Fire FIPnds of the
B;,r-X Rnuge.
Secret Eucmy · or, Arietta's !\line Fight.
aud the Pawnee Chief; or, Routing the Rene•
gnde Redskins.
After a Bad Bunch; or, Arietta and the Cattle
Crooks.
Plucky Fight; or, The f:hot That Saved a Life.
on t!J,, Border; or, Arletta Betwe<'n Two FirPs.
T.rniling a 'l'reasure; or, A Mystery of Old
Mex!«>.
Standing a Siege· or, How .Arli>tta SnvNl Him.
and the Fighting' Fifteen; or, The Raid of the
Hnvnge Sioux.

"'

·

!.l!l!J " Las~oing t!Je Lynchers; or. Arietta's Quick Shot.
000 ,, and ".~rizona Al"; or, The ,vonderful Luck of

1001 "
1002

"

2n/iiu~b:~hp Road Agents; or, Arletta and the
Outlaw's Bridi>.
rnclng Ills Foes; or, The Shake-Up At Shiver
Spltt.

For sale by oil newsdealers, or will be sent to any •d·
dreMa on rtteipt of price, '1c: per copy, in mone:, or Po••
tage 11tamvs.. b;r
HARRY E. WOLFF. Pub., 166

SCENARIOS

w.

!Sd st.. N. Y.

HOW TO

WRITE THEM

Price 15 Gents Per Copy
This book contalnA all the moat recent chances in tbe
tnethod ot con1truction and 1ubmlsslon o1. scenarios.
8h:ty Lessons, covering every pbase ot 9cenar!o writInc. For sale by nil Newsdealers and Bookstores.
If yon cannot procure a copy, send us the price,
85 cents. In monl'y or postage stamps. and we will
mall you one, postage tree. Address
L. SENARENS, 219 Seventh ~ve., New York. N. Y,

OUR TEl":J-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, lnstructive, and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject
:So.

• "APOLJ,;O::).'S

1.

OHACULU:1( AND

DUl!:A.U

BOOK.-Coutuiuiug tile great oracle of human uestlny ·
also the true meaning of almost any kind or dreams'
tog-ctller with chtll"lllS, ceremonies aud curious games of
carda.
No. 2. HOW TO DO TlUCKS.-The grellt book ot
magic nnrl card tricks, containing full instructions on
all lPa(iiug curd tricks o! the day, also the lllost popular
magical illusions us performed by our leading magichtns; eYery uoy sllonld obtain a copy lJf t!Jis book.
No. :1. UO\V •ro 1''LlR'.l'.-The art,; und wiles or
flirtation iue fully explained by this littk t,ook. Besides the various methods of !Jan<!kerchiet', fan, glove,
parasol, wrndow an(l l1at fllrtaliou, ,t conluius a full list
of t!Jc language nud sentlmP.nt of flowers.
No. ti. HOW '.l'O ;11AKE_LO\"tl.;--,A comvlete gnide to
love, courtislap and wurru1ge, g1v111g. SeI!!-.ih11~ f;<lvicil,
rules und etlttuctte to ue obsl'rved, with niau v curiou,,
and interest Ing thlugs not geuerally known. ·
No. 7. HOW 1'.0 KEKP lllRDS.-Hanusomelv illustrated und containing full instructions for the runnngement u_nd trulnlug of the c,rn,ny,)llockiogbiru, ·,ot,olink,
blnckl11rd, paro(Jnet, p,1rrot, etc.
No. 10. now TO BOX.-'l'he art or self-det,•ns<' mnclo
e,1sy. Contaiulng over thirty illustrations of !(nards,
blows anti the dllforent positions of n good boxer. E..v,•ry
boy should ohtnin one of these useful and instrtl"ctive
books, as it will tench you bow to box without an in•
structor.
No. 11. HOW TO "-RITI, LOYE-LETTERS.-..1. most
complete little book, conlninlu,r full directions for writing love-letters, and when to use them, glYlug speeimen
letters for younl{ and old.
No. 1$. now '.l'O DO l'l'; Or, BOOK Of' ETIQL"E'.l'TE
-It ls a great life secret, und one that e'l"en· voung
man desires to know all about. There's !Juppines,-: in it.
No. H. HOW TO :U.\KI~ •c.\NDY.-A complete hnntlbool;: for maklug all kinds of ca·ndy. !cc-cream, syrups,
esseuceA, etc.

ot

No. 18.

HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One

::.-.o.

21.

BOW TO WRITE LET'J'EBS TO GEXTJ,E.

No. 2:;.

IIOW TO BECO)IE A GYJ\INAST.-Contnin-

No. '?6.

now

the hrlgh test and most valnnt>Ie little hooks PYer gi,·en
to t!Je world. Everybody wishes to know how t,i become bPnut!ful. both mnlc and female. The s,,, ret is
simple and almost costless.
IIOW TO ENTERTAIN .'\N EYF.NDiG
Xo. ~o.
PARTY.-A most complete compendium of games. sports,
rnrd diversions, comic reoitatlcns, etc., suituhlf' for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It coutaius more
for the money than any book published.
No. 23. IIOW '.l'O EXPLAIN DREA)JS.-This little
book gives the explanntion to all kinds of dreams, to·
gNhcr with lncky nncl unlucky dnyR.

'\IEN.-Conrnlnlng full directions for Writing to gentlf'men on all subj<>cts.
ing full directions for oil kinds of gymnastic sports
and athletic exercises. J•]mhrncing thirty-fl'l"e ll!ustratlons. ny Professor W. Mnc<lonald.

TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT,

-Fully illu~tratP.d. I~nll lnRtructlons are <rl,en In this
little book, together with Instructions on swlmm ing and
riding, companion sports to boating.
Xo. ~s. now TO TELL FORTUNES.-E,ery one is
desirous of knowing what his future life IYill brlng
forth. wl1ether happiness or misery, wealth or poverty.
You can tell by a glance at this little hook. Bu:r one
ancl h<' con,inced.
.·o. :9. now TO BECO:l[E A..."' L.'VEXTOR.-Ev't>ry
boy should know how Inventions originated. Thi~ book
explnlns them nll, giving examples In electricity_ hydrnuli<'S, magnetism, optl<'s. pneumatics, mechanics, etc.
No. 30. now TO COOK.-One of the most instructive
books on cookln,:: ev,,r published. It contains recipes
for cooic!og 111Pata, llsh, game and oysters; also pies,
pudding,:, cakes ancl all ldnds of pastry, and a grand
collection of recipes.
No. 33. HOW '.l'O BEHAVE.-Contalning the rales
and etlquete of good society aud the easiest and most
approved methodq of appearing to good :idvanta;:re at
parties, balls, the theatre, church, and in the drawing.
room.
For pale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to an.address on reeeipt of price, 10c. per copy, Imoney or stamp~, by

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisht:,
168 West 23d Street,

Nev. ,

You, Too, Can Learn To Boss
This Job

\

"Electrical Experts" Earn $12 to $30 a Day
What's YOUR Future
Tra.in• d "El.eh-ical Experts" are in great demand at the highest saJarlea, and, th• epportunities for ad- - - .
• •t and a big success in this Jin e are the greatest- ever known.
"lllta.trieal Experts" earn $70 to $200 a. week. Fit yourself for one of thee .. bl&" pay in&" positions.

Be an "Electrical Expert"
Teday even th e ordinary Eleetrlclan-the "screw drlTer" kind-is makln&" mone7--big money. B-at i t's tke
1a-aia"'1 m a n-the man who knows the whys and wherefores of Electricity-the "Elaetrlca.l Expert"-w ho la ptoked
te "bo• w ordinary Eleetrician&--to boss Big Jobs-the jobs that pay.

••t

$3,500 to $10,000 a Year
~t in line for one of these "Big Jobe" by enrolling now for my ea&ily-learned, quickly-&'rasped, r!g».wp-to1'1.&-lll.lll•t• . Spare-Time Home-Study Course in Practical Electricity.

Age or Lack of Experience No Draw-Back
Yea don't have to be a College Man; you don't have to be a. High School graduate. M:7 Course In Elaoll'ioity
iJ;i the moet simple, thorough, and rruccessful In existence, and otrera every man, regardless of a.g,.~ education, or
preTiou.a experienoe, th• ehanee to become, in a Ter., short time, an "Electrical Expert," able to make fi,om $70

to UH a week.

I Give You a Real Training
A.a Chief Engineer of' the Chleago Engineering Works, I know exactly the kind ~! trainlnc a. mall •-,ta to
t:-&t the beet pesitlone at the hlghe,;t ealarles. Hundreds of m 7 student• are now _,..mg- $3,600 to $10,000. lf&!ll'

u e

llOW

HKel!ll!lful ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS.

Your Success Guaranteed
So !!Ure am I that you can learn Electricity-so sure am I that after &tudying with me, you, too, _. r;,,t
into the "big money" clags in electrical work, that I will guarantee under bond to return every ,ringle
penny paid me in tuition if, when you haTe finished my course, you arenot satisfied it was tae b..,.t
inveetment you ever made.

......

...••

FREE-Electrical Working Outfit-FREE

••

L. L.
COOKE,

···...

I give each etudent a Splendid Outfit of Electrical Tools, Materials and Measuring Inl}truments

~

absolutely FREE. I also supply them with Drawing Outfit, examina tion paper , :Ind many
other things that other ,schools don't furnish. You do PRACTICAL work-AT HOME. You
start right in after the first few lessons to WORK AT YOUR PROFESSION in a practical
•
way.

•.

•••
Chief Eng.,
•.
Chica go Engl•.
aeering Works,

Dt1pt. !01, lllll! •

;i..wrence A.ve..
Chi~•, Ill..

Get Started Now-Write Me

•.

• •.,.,-~.._
•..

••

·· ~
Dear Sir: Send at once
Sample Lessons, your Big •
Book, and full particulars of ~
your Free Outfit and Home
Study Course-all fully prepaid,
without obligation on my part.

I want to send you my Electrical Book and Proof Lessons both FREE. "['h;e
cost you nothing and you'll enjoy them. Make the start today for a. bright furre
in Electricity. Send in coupon-NOW.

•

Name .......................•....

Address .•...••.•••.•••.•••••••.•...

Chicago Engineering Works

~i.1~i

.fo~.'!~~

LAW KENCE A VE., CHICAGO, LL.

